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W e B e l i e v e i n t h e H o l y C a t h o l i c 

C h u r c h ( f r o m t h e A p o s t l e s ' C r e e d ) 

This is the title of the first article of this edition of Word & Deed, and 

an appropriate title it is indeed. The Salvation Army has always considered itself 

to be part of the Body of Christ on earth, the Church, and Phil Needham, a retired 

commissioner in The Salvation Army, writes about the Army in relation to that 

reality. In the article he raises important questions as to how the Army retains 

that self-understanding in a world quite different from the-world in which the 

Army was born. Readers of this journal will have already read material from 

Commissioner Needham, and so will enjoy the insights of this article, originally 

given as the Andrew S. Miller Lecture at Asbury College in the spring of 2007. 

.This is followed appropriately by an article relating the Army and the 

Church to the eschatological goal to which we are moving. David Rightmire, 

another well known contributor to this journal, has written .other articles on 

Samuel Logan Brengle, and this article on Brengle's eschatology is a, third 

installment for Word & Deed. Samuel Logan Brengle, as both Booth and Wesley 

before him, did not see the subject of eschatology as something "other-worldly" 

but as integrally connected to doctrines, such as holiness, a postmillennial vision 

of history, and the afterlife. Here we see the Church moving by God's grace into 

the future already prepared by God, while in the meantime living a life of 

empowerment by the Holy Spiritto do the work commissioned by God, 

The third article is an interesting contribution .from Captain Andy 

Miller, now ministering as a Salvation Army officer with his wife in Texas. Phil 

Needham noted in his "We Believe in the Holy Catholic Church" that "The task 

of the Church, then, is to be the kind of compassionate, caring community that 
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gives authenticity to the witness of the Word and to saving faith." Part of that task 

is developed in Captain Miller's understanding of hospitality. In this very impor

tant article, the author traces the development of hospitality in the Christian 

Church, and then demonstrates the theme of hospitality in the Army's social min

istry. Hospitality has been a prinjary motifan rhat ministry since the inception of 

the Army. In the final section of thq paper he writes about hospitality as a para-

digm-for Salvation Army ministry. 'If the Church is to be the Church intended by 

God and upheld by God's grace, it simply must exercise the kind of hospitality 

so well identified in this article. 

As we have done in the past, we wanted to include a sermon in this 

issue, allowing us to continue to be faithful to the mission of the journal as one 

that speaks to Salvation Army theology and ministry. Colonel Glen Shepherd, 

now the chief secretary (second in command) of The Salvation Army in Canada, 

has shared a commencement address with us that he gave at The Salvation 

Army's William' and Catherine Booth College in Winnipeg, Canada in 2005. In 

that address the theme of hospitality ofthe Holy Catholic Church is demonstrat

ed as a practical reality. Colonel Shepherd challenged the students with the bib

lical mandate that Christian education is about facilitating the coming of the 

Kingdom of God. Drawing 'on his vast international experience as a Salvation 

Army officer, especially on his many years of service in France, he relates how 

the Army practices hospitality faithfully as a sign of God's grace". Here is the 

indispensable work of the Holy Catholic Church, sometimes neglected by the 

Church. But one of the contributions of the Army to the brodder Church is to 

keep alive the commandment that God has called us to love Him and to love our 

neighbor. This commencement address is a challenge to fulfill that command

ment in every way possible. 

We pray that our readers will find greaf value in this issue of Word & 

Deed. The range of writing in the articles and in the commencement address will 

both inspire and challenge all serious readers. 

We mention one* final matter in this editorial. Many of our readers have 

told us how informative and important our book reviews are to them. However, 

the number of book reviews has been rather few compared to other similar theo

logical journals. Therefore, in this issue we are trying something new. While we 

will continue""to have full-length took reviews, we propose'in each issue to have 

a number of briefer book notes so that we can share a greater number of sugges

tions for reading without taking up much space to do so. We hope that this will 
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be beneficial, and look forward to the response from our readers regarding this 

new approach. 

RJG 

JSR 

Editors' Note: Please note that in an article entitled "The Salvation Army as a 

Christian Church with a Social Conscience" in the May 2007 issue of Word & 

Deed a reference was made to a War Cry article written on 2 January 1883. No 

War Cry was published on that day, and the material quoted came from a War 

Cry article of 17 January 1883 and from a report of "The General's New Year 

Address to Officers." Also, it is important to note that in the original War Cry 

article it was not William Booth who stated that "it is evident that The Salvation 

Army is not a church. That to be a church there must be the exercise of sacramen

tal functions, which evidently are not duly appreciated, anyway which are not 

generally practiced by the Army." However, that statement is preceded in the arti

cle by this statement: "A clergyman said, without being contradicted, that...." 



" W e B e l i e v e i n t h e H o l y C a t h o l i c 

C h u r c h " 

Phil Needham 

For quite a few years now, Salvationists around the world have been 

debating the question of "church." Are we, or aren't we? And if we are, what 

kind of church are we - doctrinally, governmentally, and missionally? 

Doctrinally, our roots are in the Wesleyan holiness tradition, though 

Salvationists in parts ofthe world where the Wesleyan influence is weak to non

existent tend to have little connection to this tradition. Governmentally, though 

expressed in the language ofthe military, our order is episcopal via Methodism: 

authority ultimately resides in the local, divisional^ territorial, or international 

"bishop." Some territories, of course, have mitigated the extremity of this sys

tem by honoring where the spiritual power is concentrated (on the local level) 

and have started using' their considerable authority to release and empower. 

Missionally, our roots are in 19"1 century revivalism (especially in the UK and 

North America) and in the strong evangelical social conscience and action of that 

period. 

More than anything else, perhaps, it is our strong missional tradition 

that is responsible for whatever ambiguity we may have about ourselves as a 

church. Our social action and service on behalf of the marginalized was much 

needed at a time when what governments, churches, and private agencies were 

doing was abysmally inadequate. Our movement's special calling to this "sub-

Phil Needham is a retired commissioner in The Salvation Army, now residing in 
Atlanta, Georgia. He continues to travel internationally for The Salvation Army, and in 
the summer of 2007 was the guest of The Salvation Army in Australia and New 
Zealand. 
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merged" population positioned us to take action. Our compassion and our the

ology compelled us. Over the years our profile as a helping hand to the poor and 

disenfranchised grew stronger, while public awareness of our ecclesiastical iden

tity was weak. We were victims of our own success. 

The renewed interest in our ecclesiastical identity over recent decades 

has certainly emerged largely because of this dominant public image, as well as 

our greater exposure to other churches and their practices (perhaps most notably 

the sacraments) and the peculiarity of our military terminology and dress. There 

is an interesting phenomenon in this struggle for a Salvationist self-understand

ing. It is a tension between two extremes. On the one hand we feel compelled 

to continue our long-established practice of justifying our uniqueness: God 

called the people named Salvationists to a peculiar task requiring a correspond

ingly peculiar people. On the other hand we also argue, with Bramwell Booth, 

that "we of The Salvation Army are an integral part and element [of this Great 

Church of the Living God] - a living fruit-bearing branch of the True Vine"* 

(Echoes find Memories, NY: George H. Doran, 1925, p. 65). To a lesser or 

greater extent, all denominations are probably aware of this tension between then-

uniqueness and their unity and identification with all Christians. Salvationists, 

however, may experience the tension more than most others, primarily because 

of the high profile of our social services, our identification with the poor, our 

roots as a "para-church," and our non-liturgical tradition (especially with respect 

to the sacraments). 

One approach we could take in understanding our identity as a church 

is to use the model of,church-sect typology. According to this model, we might 

say that sociologically the Salvationist movement has evolved from a radical 

Christian sect to an accommodated church - or to state it more positively, from 

a movement of new, uncompromising converts to a community of believers who 

must be helped to live out their faith in the complex world in which they live. 

Whereas this model does provide some helpful insight into the issue at hand, it 

is limited by the fact that it is purely sociological. It is a description of what nat

urally happens in the evolution of a new group that has the .characteristics of a 

sect. It says: the Army has become something else, and we must understand what 

it has become and articulate the change for our self-understanding and practice. 
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Have we really become something diffdrent? Do we want to become 

something different? Is that what the whole debate of whether or not we are a 

church is really about? Or is it, rather, about who and what we have been from 

the beginning? Is the question one of theological identity rather than sociologi

cal evolution? 

I think it is. I think the question is: who and what were" the people 

known as Salvationists called to be from the very beginning? This has much to 

do with a missional community of radical followers of Jesus Christ and little to 

do with an institution. As with all Christian movements, including the early 

Church, The Salvation Army has, over time, developed into, and as, an institu

tion. This is what normally and naturally happens. 'The danger, of course, is for 

a movement like The Salvation Army to become an institution invested primari

ly in its own preservation and advancement rather than in its real mission. 

It is my contention, then, that the answer to the whole question of the 

Army's identity as a church lies in its essential calling from the beginning. "Who 

are we as a people called by God?" rather than "What are the features and tasks 

of our ecclesiastical organization today?" The important question to address is 

what is the nature of this particular church, this gathering of peculiar people 

called Salvationists,,in terms of both its orthodoxy (essential unity with the 

Church as a whole) and its uniqueness (specific and peculiar calling). 

What I wish to do in this paper to address this question is to use as my 

point of departure the confession in the Apostles' Creed of belief in "the holy 

catholic Church." (You can find the Apostles Creed in Appendix l i of Salvation 

Story, the latest version ofthe Army's Handbook of Doctrine, 1998. This is the 

creed that is most universally affirmed by Christians around the globe.) What I 

would like to show using this approach is that: 1. Salvationists rightly affirm the 

basic orthodox understanding of the Church as found in the Apostles Creed 2. 

Salvationist ecclesiology is itself a faithful and particular expression of this 

understanding and 3. The Salvation Army's missional calling is a consequence of 

this understanding. What I hope to demonstrate is that we Salvationists truly 

believe in "the holy catholic Church" and that our life together and our mission 

- at least when we've been true to our calling as d people - are a significant 

expression of that belief. In other words, we affirm this belief as foundational 
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for and supportive of our peculiarity. 

"We Believe..." 

The various orthodox creeds were formulated in -the earliest centuries 

after Christ as a way-to summarize basic Christian belief in the form of a con

fession and to combat heresies that arose during different periods and in specif

ic locales. Most of them were the fruit of important Church Councils that met to 

pray, debatd, and formulate. Throughout the history of the Christian Church, 

new.creedal formulations have come into being to express the faith in more con

temporary language, to underline and further develop certain aspects of doctrine 

particularly relevant or needed at that time, or to affirm the doctrinal priorities of 

a new movement within the Church. The Salvation Army has been no exception 

in this regard: the Eleven Articles were written and affirmed early in our history. 

While the creeds are extremely helpful in identifying and articulating 

important facets of our Christian faith, giving clarity to our understanding and 

substance to our experience, their tenets are not the object of our faith, nor does 

reciting them make us authentic disciples of Jesus Christ. The danger is to think 

that by. believing them to be true, we can now claim to be Christians. 

Christian faith is not intellectual assent, though doctrines are collateral 

to faith. While we do not check our intellect at the gate when we enter the'king

dom of God-through faith, discipleship is nevertheless far more than right doc

trine. It is a life we enter through faith in Jesus Christ. Jt is saying Yes to a 

Person with our lives more than with our creed (Mt. 21:28-32). 

When we say, "We believe ..." we are describing far more than hold

ing to a truth; we are describing holding to a Person. We are revealing a trans

forming relationship into which we have entered, a relationship built on total 

trust both ways. Everything we affirm in our Creed finds its authenticity in this 

Person and its relevance in our relationship with Him. This is the character of 

our "We believe...." 

When we say,' therefore, that "We believe in the holy catholic Church," 

the only meaning "we give this confession derives from this Person. What makes 

the Church something we believe in is the Person who has, for better or for 

worse, inseparably bound Himself to it in a most incredibly profound way: "... 

the church ... is His body, the fullness of him who fills everything in every way" 

(Eph. l:22c-23, NIV)- We believe in the Church only because she is the Bride 
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of Christ foreyer, because she submits to Christ, because "Christ loved the. 

Church and gave himself up for her to make her holy..." (See Eph. 5:22-32.) 

The Church, Christ's Body, is His -gift to us. 

All true gifts bring the giver with it. The saying holds: the gift without 

the giver is bare. Our belief in the Church cannot stand without the,Founder, the 

Gift without the Giver. Otherwise we place too much confidenpe in the Church 

alone, a confidence which an imperfect Church cannot merit. Even worse, we 

idolize an ecclesiastical institution, putting it in the place of its Lord. We "believe 

in the Church" because we believe in its Lord It is not belief in a society, a com

munity, and certainly not an institution. It is belief in the Giver of gifts, first 

Himself, then His Spirit, and then His Body, the Church. Take Him away, and the 

Church is no longer the Church, though an institution may go by that name and 

even survive till the end of time. • 

This understanding of personal faith in Christ as,the center and source 

of all we believe as Christians and as the Person who alone gives the Church 

authenticity, enables Salvationists to affirm belief in the Church. The Church is 

both Christ's own possession and His gift to us and, as we shall see, His demon

stration pommunity and His commissioned-for-mission people. 

"We Believe in the.,. Church" 

In the Apostles' Creed, the belief in the Church follows,belief in the 

Third person of the Trinity, the Holy Spirit. The New Testament attributes the 

powerful infusion ofthe Holy Spirit to Christ (John 16:7; Acts 1:4-5,8; 2:32-33). 

Without the presence of Christ and the empowerment of His Holy Spirit, and of 

course the promise, calling, and blessing ofthe Father (Acts 1:4; 2:33; I Cor. 1:9; 

Eph. 1:3-10; 3:14-19; James 1:16-18; I Peter 1:3-5; I John 1:1-4), there is no 

Church worth believing in. In fact, the Trinity - Father, Son, and Holy Spirit -

is at the heart of who and what the Church is called to be. 

We, all of us, are social beings. Where does that part of our nature come 

from? If comes from a "social God." God is not a loner who created us for need

ed companionship. That would make Him inadequate in Himself. He created us 

to be like Him. He is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit - a divine community in per

fect unity - and He made us in that image, and He redeemed us to reclaim it. He 

made us for community. Socially, we are intended to reflect the Trinity, 

The Church is where we are schooled for social life in God's image. 
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Belief in the Church cannot therefore be separated from belief in the Trinity. It 

is a way of saying that we believe in our created and redeemed nature as social 

beings, persons in relationship with God and one another. The Church is the 

"place" where we practice our social life in God's image. It is the community of 

those who seek to reflect His identity in relationship with one another. 

Western Protestant Christianity has tended to interpret saving faith as 

one person's experience with God, as something a person must come to alone 

apart from the Church as such. Our Roman Catholic and Orthodox fellow 

believers tend to take the opposite position of faith being mediated by the 

Church. Both have an element of truth. The reality is this: I stand before God a 

lone sinner needing restoration, but the restoration I need requires a healing and 

helping community as well. As the Fall brought enmity and damaged relation

ships (Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, etc.), salvation brings reconciliation and 

unity: "... that all of them may be one ..." (John 17r21a). The Church is called 

to be the place where this happens, the place where faith finds its purpose in love 

(Gal. 5:6). The so-called "unchurched Christian" is a Christian incomjilete. 

We must simply come to terms withwhat Western individualism, car

ried to its extreme of self-absorption, has done to our world as well as the 

Church. Unrepressed individualism has undermined community. Some church

es even give in and market themselves as a place for people seeking individual 

success or worrying about their future, not as a place to address the tough (but 

promising) challenges of a community discovering compassion and reconcilia

tion in Christ. 

lam not suggesting we cast individualism as a demon. The rise of indi

vidualism in the West has done much to release creativity and combat oppres

sion. In fact, I am arguing for a true individuality, which is possible only in 

responsible and caring relationships. A healthy individuality is formed only in 

community, where we care and are cared for, where we nurture and are nurtured, 

where we journey together, where we affirm others and are affirmed, where we 

mentor and are mentored, and where we hold and are held accountable. A place 

like the Church. 

The Church is where the love of Christ is not only proclaimed but lived. 

The world needs demonstrations ofthe reality ofthe kingdom of God inaugural-
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ed by Christ. It needs convincing proof of the transforming power of God's love 

in human life. It needs the Church because the kingdom of God is not yet here 

in fullness and only a concrete, living witness can point to its full realization. 

The Church relentlessly seizes the hope, dares to live by it, and recklessly allows 

the love of God to be shed abroad in the hearts of its members.' The effusion of 

godly compassion gets the world's attention. "See how those Christians love one 

another!" an observer ofthe early Christian movement exclaimed. 

To be sure, we are saved by grace through faith, and this is the unde

served gift of God (Eph. 2:8). Faith is the means of our salvation and the pos

ture ofthe person who trusts God.- But it is not the purpose of our salvation. The 

purpose is the restoration ofthe relationships broken by sin - relationship with 

God and with one another. Faith is fulfilled only by opening itself to love (Gal. 

5:6b). Love alone is the proof that faith in God through Christ really works. 

The task ofthe Church, then, is to be the kind of compassionate, caring 

community that gives authenticity to the witness ofthe Word and to saving faith. 

This does not mean the Church is perfect. It does mean the Church is on a jour

ney to God's future in Christ and this future is the kingdom of God centered on 

love of God and love of one another (Mt. 22:37-39). The Church does not claim 

it has arrived. It is fully aware of its own provisional, temporal, arid imperfect 

nature. But now here, now there, it shocks the world with acts of compassion 

that defy heartless logic. It takes the risk of allowing a kingdom breakthrough. 

It authenticates thcvery message it preaches. 

Where exactly does this happen? It happens in the local congregation, 

or in Salvationist terminology, the corps. The Church is not a large corporation 

run from' the top. It is an aggregate of field-based units who know the grace of 

the Father, embody the compassion of Christ, and follow the Spirit's leading. 

Wherever this happens, there is the Church, no matter what the denominational 

identity or ecclesiastical polity, or even whether or .not the group "looks" like 

church at first glance. Where it does not happen, there is no Church. The marks 

of the Church have nothing to do with historical connection, institutional trap

pings, and ecclesiastical requirements. They haveto'do with the release of king

dom life, as a body of believers allows the love of Christ to take over and start a 

revolution. 
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All denominations need polity, procedures, organization, exercise of 

authority, ,and administrative leadership. But when these necessities become 

more than secondary, when the workings ofthe institution enthrall, when power 

is concentrated in the hands of a few, and when local congregations are ignored, 

the Church is compromised and its integrity weakened. It must be said that The 

Salvation Army can, and sometimes has, given in to this dangerous reversal. It 

is particularly vulnerable because its government concentrates power at the top. 

Hopeful signs here and there are initiatives by some administrative leaders to 

encourage, empower, and resource strong, nurturing corps life and outreach. 

As the center of all Christian denominations is their local churches, so 

the center of the Army is the corps. The world that God gave His Son to save, 

not the world of an institutional Salvation Army, is our parish. The field is where 

Salvationists ground their lives.. True Salvationists plant their feet on the solid 

earth of the mission field, not on the carpeted floods of an office. There they 

throw themselves into the heat of human conflict and fight with the unweapon of 

compassion. They face the torment of human pain and exhaust themselves with 

deep caring. Their reward is the exhilaration of spiritual breakthrpugh. 

The corps is where The Salvation Army finds its true identity as Church. 

It is where the Lord's treasure in Salvationist earthen vessels becomes refined by 

the fire of spiritual revolution and mission. The corps is who and what this 

Salvation Army is. When Salvationists say, "We believe in the Church-," they are 

putting their faith in what God can do in a fellowship of believers where the liv

ing Christ is present and the Spirit is creating a compassionate community. 

"We Believe in the Holy... Church" 

Salvationists are not used to thinking ofthe holiness ofthe Church. We 

see holiness as a personal calling, but we find it hard to imagine the Church as a 

whole called to holiness (apart from every Christian in the Church receiving this 

call personally). Describing the Church itself as holy is a stretch for us. We have 

seen too many corps with sufficient evidence of unholiness, and even the holiest 

of them can have some unholy moments. Another barrier for us is that almost all 

Holiness Movement literature on sanctification presupposes individual experi

ence - to be sure,, experience that has its natural expression in loving the broth

ers and sisters, as well as the world that God so loves. But we holiness people, 
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and evangelicals in general, seem to have no framework for understanding how 

the Church can itself be holy, apart from the fact it has some holy people in it. 

Passages like Ephesians 5:25-27 are an enigma to us. Here the apostle 

Paul describes the Church as a whole to be the Bride of Christ whom Christ loved 

and for whom He sacrificed Himself "to make her [not "it" but "her"] holy, 

cleansing her by the washing with water through the word ... to present her to 

himself as a radiant church, without stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but 

holy and blameless." Who is Paul talking about here? Is it Augustine's "invisi

ble Church," the "real" Church, the truly holy Christians scattered among and 

outside the institutional trappings ofthe Church on earth? Or is he talking about 

what only finally happens at" the end of time, when Christ comes to claim His 

Bride and completes His saving work in our lives, as most in the Reformed tra

dition would probably claim? Or is he, on the other hand, speaking of a reality 

that holds for the visible Church that we know? 

• Also puzzling to us is Paul's habit of addressing .the "churches to which 

he is writing his letters as "the saints who are i n . . . . " The problem with his use 

of the term "saints" is that these addressees are usually spiritually flawed, or 

there are spiritually flawed members among them. He calls the whole congre

gation "saints," and then goes on to show that not all of them are, at least accord

ing to our understanding of individual holiness. It seems to me that calling 

everyone in the congregation "saints" corresponds to calling the whole Church 

"holy." 

I want to propose that the holiness ofthe Church is a reality which we 

Salvationists can affirm. We must be clear, however, about what we mean by it. 

To do this we look to Scripture to understand the profoundly relational 

nature of both sin and salvation. The account ofthe Fall in Genesis, chapter 3, 

describes Adam and Eve breaking their trust with God. The relationship is now 

seriously damaged, and this leads inevitably to the damaged human community,-

expressed in Adam and Eve's inability to look upon one another without shame 

and in the loss ofthe wholeness of that first human community, expressed in the 

banishment from the Garden. From then on we have narrative after narrative 

demonstrating humanity's loss of community with God and with one another, the 

consequences in human history, the breakthroughs.of reconciliation here and 
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there, and finally the'resolution in the healing Cross. God's redemption project 

clearly addresses'the fragmentation of our relationship with God and with one 

another. The spiritual and the social, religion and relationship, come together as 

"the dividing wall of hostility" (Eph. 2:14c) crumbles and the "two" or more 

fragmented parts become "one" (v. 15b). In Christ, community is restored. 

•Whatever else the holiness of the Church is, it is certainly and irre-

ducibly tied to community restored in Christ. It is a credible rebuilding ofthe 

unit/, an overcoming bf the fragmentation. It is the outcome of Christ's love and 

sacrifice for the Church to make her holy (Eph. 5:26) and to make her whole 

(John 17:2'l). Clearly the credibility of Christ's reconciling Work (John 17:23) 

rests on the holiness (17:17) and unity (17:21) of His Church. Furthermore, as 

we have* already said, the holiness of the believer is unthinkable, as well as 

impossible, outside the life of a community which both nurtures it and is 

strengthened by it. 

Perhaps the strongest case for the Church's holiness can be made on the 

basis ofthe Trinity. We have already said that the trinity is at the heart of who 

and what the' Church is called to be. We are created in the image of God, and 

that image, lost through sin, is restored in Christ. Who is this God in whose 

image we find our true humanity? He is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit - a God in 

community* with Himself, Three in One, One in Three, a community both differ

entiated and undivided, Three Persons distinct from one another and yet in per

fect harmony. The holiness of God is unthinkable apart from the community of 

God. There is no holiness without relationship. Only a trinitarian God is holy in 

Himself. 

This is why we bear His image in community and not in isolation. This 

is, in fact, why holiness is possible only in community. And this is why Christ's 

redemptive work in restoring the image of God in fallen humanity can only be 

proved where community is restored. The holiness ofthe Church is precisely the 

expression of this restoration. It is the demonstration of transformation in Christ 

without which salvation history fails. It is a corporate onenessthat will show the 

Church's identity with Jesus and the Father, His love for them, and their mission 

for the world (John 17:20-23).' It is what makes our trinitarian faithreality. 

The question we must ask ourselves, then, is: How can this flawed com-
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munity called the Church credibly express this hdliness in community as a reflec

tion of God's image? In light of all her imperfections and sins, how can the 

Church actually claim to be holy?. 

Certainly the institution itself cannot be holy. There is reason why the 

apostle Paul compares the Church to a bride (a person) rather than a thing (an 

institution) in Ephesians, chap. 5. By the.very nature ofthe holiness of human 

beings, which is relational holiness, an "it" cannot be holy, only a person or a 

people, and only through trust or faith. (I am aware that objects, places, or times 

set aside for sacred purposes are described as "holy" in the Old Testament, but I 

am using the term here in the New Testament sense ofthe believers' call to a holy 

fife, [e.g.' Ro. 6:19; 7:12; I Cor. 1:2; II Cor. 7:1; I Thess. 4:7; II Tim. 1:9; Heb. 

12:10, 1,4; I Peter 1:15-16; 2:9; II Peter 3:11]) Emil Brunner (The Christian 

Doctrine ofthe Church,- Eaith, and the Consummation, trans. David Cairns, 

Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1960, p. 126) speaks pf the Church's holi

ness in this way: 

The Church as a sancta ecclesia is known by nothing else than this, 

that here [persons] are present who allow this incredible Word of 

God's love in Christ to be said to them, believe it, and obey it by 

passing on the love bestowed to them to their fellow [persons] in 

acts of love/ 

.This describes not a sacred institution but a dynamic, vibrant commu

nity who trust God's love and love one another. It does so imperfectly but pur

posefully and can be called holy because it is destined to be holy by the unify-, 

ing, reconciling Christ and empowered to be holy by the Holy Spirit ofthe Holy 

Trinity. 

The Church is God's people who are holy both by faith in the restora

tive work of Christ and by their own journey toward completion. She is far from 

being a finished product But she is traveling Isaiah's "highway of holiness" (Isa; 

35:8-10), the path ofthe redeemed and ransomed, moving not only toward her 

future in Christ but in it, risking the future in the present, living a holiness togeth

er that demonstrates (albeit imperfectly) the community of God's reconciled, a 

Church surrendered to the journey. Where this journey is being undertaken by a 

faith community, there is the holy Church; and where it is not, where a commu

nity called "Christian" dispenses only cheap grace without the call to move for-
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ward in holiness, there is no holy Church. 

What is the journey ofthe Church in and toward holiness? It is a jour

ney in which the community nurtures its members in holiness (Eph. 4:29; I 

Thess. 5:11; Jude 20). It is a journey in which spiritual gifts are shared and exer

cised for the building up ofthe Body in holiness (Eph. 4:11-13), wholeness (Ro., 

chap.12; I Cor., chap.12), and love (I Cor., chap.13). It is a journey in which 

leadership is increasingly exercised by empowering, encouraging, and being 

examples to others (I Thess. 5:11; I Peter 5:1-4) rather than through institutional 

authority and positional power (Mt. 23:1-7; I Peter 5:3). It is a journey in which 

God's people are engaged in honest self-rdflection and critique, leading to refor

mation and sometimes to revolution. It is a journey in which the landscape of 

holiness is ever expanding as the community discovers new implications of a 

holiness that refuses to exclude matters of justice, government, environment - in 

fact, every dimension of life. It is a journey from sin's dualisms to sanctified 

inclusiveness. 

The Church is God's serious holiness project. Her imperfections are 

obvious, but her perfections are what define her. The defining perfection is the 

love of God that is being shed abroad in her heart on the journey and in the world. 

It is to the world that we now turn. 

"We believe in the ... Catholic Church" 

-""Catholic," of course, means universal or having to do with the whole 

world. To make this affirmation in the truest sense is to go beyond a narrow 

denominationalism to a generous inclusion of all who truly love Jesus, obey his 

commands, live his life, grow in his grace, and share his life with others. We 

shall conclude this paper by exploring what this catholicity specifically means, 

especially for Salvationists and for Salvationist ecclesiology. 

Let me say first that The Salvation Army has nothing to gain, and much 

to lose, by an arrogant denominationalism claiming some kind of New Testament 

purity for itself and isolating itself from dialogue, fellowship, partnership, and 

spiritual unity with all who name the name of Jesus as Lord. Our participation 

in the World Council of Churches (from its beginnings), the National Association 

of Evangelicals, numerous other Christian partnerships, and now Churches 

Together are examples of a more "catholic" spirit and a recognition that the 

Church is more the Church when factionalism does not win out. 
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Whatever a true ecumenism is, whatever the most authentic expression 

of our unity in Christ (John 17:21-23), it is surely not an institutional amalga

mation. • This is because the Church is not an institution or a collection of insti

tutions, even though every emerging Christian group or denomination must insti

tutionalize itself in some way for historical, continuity. Any attempts at Christian 

unity by creating a new institutional structure or umbrella are focusing on the 

secondary to achieve the essential. The catholic Church is not the merged 

Church. A true ecumenism affirms our spiritual unity in Christ, our common 

goals in mission, and our willingness to learn from one another, while respecting 

the richness and value of our respective traditions. 

, Salvationists believe in the catholic Church. This is to say, above all, 

that we believe tne Church is meant for the world. We stand with Wesley's 

expansive vision: the world is our parish. The Church is called to worldliness in 

the trust, sanctified sense of that word. She cannot be worldly enough! The 

world is pur fit. Or to put it more theologically, the Church refuses to accept and 

operate by the false dualism of sacred and secular. "I have overcome the world," 

said Jesus (John 16:33b). It's ours to claim the new ownership by the original 

Owner. 

i We do it, not by force, but by influence. We are the leaven of Christ in 

a huge loaf called the world, the leaven of God's transforming love coaxing and 

coaching this world toward its true destiny in Christ. All Creation waits to "be 

liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom ofthe 

children of God" (Ro. 8:21). We practice a world liberation which trusts the suc

cess ofthe Cross and the future which success guarantees. 

The catholic Church is a hope-driven Church. We are the people of 

hope. We live by hope for the complete transformation of life when Christ 

returns in His fullness. It is not a passive waiting. We now claim, accept, and 

work toward that complete transformation of our lives and the lives of those with 

whom we are in relationship. This hope that drives us does not allow us to divide 

our lives and give attention only to so-called '"things ofthe spirit." We must seize 

the fulLhope (Heb. 6:18, RSV) for ourselves, for the whole family of God, and 

for the world. We do it by allowing the future to spill over into the present, by 

living radically as if the kingdom of God were already here in its fullness, by liv

ing bravely by kingdom values. 
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The early Salvation Army had a strong eschatology. It saw Itself as a 

community of faith moving hopefully and aggressively toward God's future in 

Christ. In light of our history, some ofthe questions we must ask ourselves are:-

Have we compromised this living hope and settled down too much to present 

"realities"? Are we as a people more passive about our participation" in bringing 

in God's future? Have We deactivated our eschatology by dogmatizing it rather 

than living it out? Do we now simply claim the hope without allowing itto claim 

us? 

It may be that the prevalent doomsday obsessions of our day - inside 

and outside the Church - have successfully tempted us to see the'future as some

thing to save people from rather than to save them for. It may be our eschatol

ogy has taken a turn for the worse. It may be we need to start offering hope again 

by becoming a people on a journey toward God's future in Christ and inviting the 

despairing to join us. 

« How do we do "this? We do it by being an -exemplar Church, a Church 

that models the coming kingdom and says to the world, "We are patterning our 

life together after this kingdom, and we hope you see in us a'hint of what you 

were meant to be." The exemplar Church lives the future in the present. She 

becomes a demonstration community, exemplifying what it is like to take the 

reality of this kingdom seriously by allowing the love of God to rule in her life 

together. A's such, the exemplar Church invites others to join her and find their 

true selves, a new future, and a beloved community in Christ. 

To be this exemplar Church, we must also be willing to be a counter-

cultural Church. The truly catholic Church is both in the world and not of it.' 

What We"mean by "counter-cultural" has nothing to do with pious separation 

from worldly involvement. It has to do with being a community going aright in 

a world going wrong. It has to do with a calling to risk being different and some

times being persecuted in order to show the world its real future. 

It is not, however, simply a matter of showing the world the way. It is 

also a matter of inviting them in. The catholic Church is an inclusive Church. It 

is inclusive not only in the sense of including the range of denominational and 

non-denominational expressions. It is also and especially inclusive in the sense 

of opening its doors to anyone. "Anyone" means people like and unlike us. It 

means a banquet table spread to include the cultural tastes and meet the nutri-
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tional needs of any who ar,e willing to come. The catholic Church is an open 

door to a love feast, and the menu is a taste of the future to which Christ, the 

Host, is leading the world. It is worth Salvationists remembering that this 

remarkable inclusiveness and this strong eschatology were significantly 

expressed and passionately lived out in the early days ofthe movement. The cul

ture ofthe movement developed to make the excluded feel at home and to give 

them hope. 

The Salvation Army did not stop there, however. The open door was 

not enough. The world cannot fit into even the most welcoming churches, and to 

want the world to make this move is to think unrealistically and unintentionally 

to aim far below the goal of reaching everyone. Furthermore, expecting people 

to "come to us" has a touch of institutional arrogance, even when we go to great 

lengths to open the door wide and make inconvenient accommodations. The 

Church, tohe truly catholic, must go into the world, scatter itself, infiltrate. It 

must be an apostolic Church. 

Apostles are literally "those sent out." We hold that the apostolic min

istry, though modeled for,us by the original twelve apostles, is not confined to 

them or to those in some kind of ecclesiastical succession to them. The apostolic 

ministry is really a mission, a sending out of all God's people, into the world. It 

is obedience to our resurrected Lord's command to "go into all the world and 

preachrthe good news to all creation." (Mk. 16:15) All Christians are called to 

the apostolate, to live in the world in a way that spreads the compassion of Christ 

and the liberating gospel. They are commissioned and sent out by Christ Himself 

(John 17:18). (The word "apostolic" was added to the description ofthe Church 

in the later Nicene Creed, and even though the addition was probably motivated 

primarily for the purpose of authenticating an institutionalized "apostolic suc

cession," the addition is suitable in the sense ofthe authentic missional meaning 

ofthe term.) 

The early Salvationists went beyond making their gatherings a place for 

the poor and working-classes. They also infiltrated. Their Christian intuitive-

ness, if not their articulated theology, taught the best of them to be salt and light 

in the world, and to become all things to all people to save as many as possible 

(I Cor. 9:22). If over time we have lost some of that love, for the world that start

ed the whole redempfipn project on God's parj (John 3:16), we may need to fall 
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in love again. Perhaps we need to become less enamored with ourselves and 

more enamored with other selves in whom the missional Christ is waiting to 

meet us (Mt. 25:31-46). Perhaps we need to rediscover mission as the calling of 

all Salvationists and as the primary purpose for which the one catholic Church 

exists.' 

The Church's world infiltration is, of course, a comprehensive project. 

The target is every person and society. But there is something specifically com

pelling about reaching the marginalized. Jesus spent his time primarily with the 

poor, and the signs he said supported his messianic claims had primarily to do 

with them (Mt. 11:4-5; Lk. 7:22). Those who were most excluded, it seems, were 

those whose inclusion was most crucial. The universality of the gospel and the 

catholicity ofthe Church require identification with the exploited, the despised, 

and the persecuted.- Given the social make-up" of the Church today, particularly 

in North America, this identification will need to be mostly with people unlike 

us and cultures unlike ours. 

The artist Fritz Eichenberg has sketched his version of the Lord's 

Supper. It depicts Jesus presiding at a humble dinnef table in what appears to be 

a homeless shelter, a place where the poor and the marginalized gather. It is a 

powerful image of radical inclusion, a catholicity that excludes no one. 

Perhaps this depiction best captures our Salvationist reservation about 

how the Lord's Suppef or the Eucharist is administered in most denominations 

and churches today. It is confined within the life and administrations ofthe faith 

community. Eichenberg's sketch is a powerful invitation to take the Lord's ban

quet outside church walls and into the world, to make the meal-more incarna

tional and less institutional. To open it up. To make them missional love feasts 

where people gather - especially the marginalized - and are nurtured, loved, and 

invited into the kingdom of God. 

Salvationists have historically accepted this calling to celebrate such 

"love feasts" outside ecclesiastical boundaries - or to say it differently, to bring 

the Church to the world. Without this inclusive infiltration the Church cannot 

claim a true universality. The catholic Church must be an incarnational Chur ch. 

Incarnation implies inclusion. By its very meaning and nature", entering 

into the human situation incarnationally is not a selective procedure. Everyone 

and everything is touched by it! After all, the whole frustrated Creation waits to 
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be cut loose, from its bondage to receive the glorious liberation ofthe children of 

God (Ro. 8:20-21). The universal Church, which fully embraces the incarnation 

of God in Christ, is a Church that redemptively embraces the whole world, the 

full subject of God's love. 

We need to say goodbye to the days of a narrow evangelicalism which 

focuses on things considered adequately "spiritual" in a narrow sense, an evan

gelicalism that has a weak theology of Creation or one disconnected from the 

scope of redemption, an almost gnostic, disembodied evangelicalism that gives 

up on the world and retreats from it. We need an evangelicalism that embraces 

the world in Christly ways, helping to liberate the captives, restore the fallen, 

heal the broken, and build the future. The catholic Church is a missional Church. 

As Salvationists would say it in thp words of one of its longstanding choruses 

(The Song Book of The Salvation Army, American edition, 1987, Song 821, cho

rus): 

For the world, for the world, Jesus died, Jesus died, 

For the, world, for the world, there is room in Jesus! side. 

All the world to save, to battle we will go, 

And we ever will our colors boldly show, 

With a trumpet voice we'll let the millions know 

There's salvation for the world.^ 

Conclusion 

What I have attempted to do in this paper is to show that, far from being 

a departure from a truly orthodox view of the Church, Salvationist ecclesiology 

is solidly grounded in the biblical understanding ofthe Church, and Salvationist 

history richly demonstrates a particular expression o f the holy catholic Church." 

Yes, we have our "peculiarities." They arose at the time as concrete ways to 

bring the essentials of ecclesiology to a context that required different cultural 

garb or a more relevant methodology. In order to keep our ecclesiology authen

tic, we must not become enthralled by the peculiarities themselves. They have 

value only to the extent that they facilitate the Church's essential calling. 

Our peculiarity of military terms, methods, and structures was a highly 

effective way to maintain unity of purpose and action as the movement expand

ed rapidly in hostile environments and personal sacrifice for the mission was the 

norm. But our "militarism" should never be valued in and of itself, or seen as 
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sacred. On the contrary, it should undergo constant evaluation "and transforma

tion so" that it serves "what is essential: the mission.-

Our social service and action'came into being as a missional response 

to the brokenness ofthe human community, as a concrete expression of a truly 

catholic Church, and as an outpouring of hope. As such, it must never be any

thing other than an apostolic ministry ofthe Church'and an integral expression 

ofthe inclusive gospel. 

Our holiness lifestyle came into being, in response to the scriptural call 

to holiness and a mission field that only the saints could embrace for God. The 

danger is for the lifestyle to become a style without a life. Cultural- definitions' 

of holiness become rigid in a culture where they are now seen as only retreats 

from meaningful interaction. Ourholiness lifestyle must, in the current context, 

be both counter-cultural and compassionate. 

Our peculiar music arose to appeal to the poor and working classes of 

the day. The driving motivation was to reach these groups in ways to'which they 

could relate. The music and words themselves, while an important part of our 

legacy of sacred music and hymnody, often do not relate tca'cultufe that we may 

be trying to reach, or need to reach, in our day." To continue to Ising these songs 

and play that music may, in that setting, actually repel the* outsiders and propel 

the corps more and more into a cultural enclaVe. 

These are examples of our peculiar traditions standing in the way of our 

authentic identity. The key to-our being an expression df ""the holy catholic 

Church" lies in our understanding our calling as a people and our adopting and 

updating "peculiarities" "that enable us to fulfill that calling in-our day. 

Notes 
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The name Samuel Logan Brengle (1860-1936) has traditionally been 

associated with The Salvation Army's teaching on entire sanctification. 

Although the importance of his contribution to the development of Army holi

ness doctrine has been established elsewhere/ what is less well known are the 

ways Brengle's holiness' priorities influenced other areas of his theology. This 

article explores the effect of Brengle's pneumatology on his eschatological 

understanding, by examining a variety of passages from primary source materi

als. Although providing no systematic presentation of his theology, Brengle's 

numerous writings evidence a characteristic "sanctified sanity" in his under

standing of eschatology. 

1. Holiness and the Ethical Kingdom 

Brengle's holiness theology modified his understanding of the kingdom 

of God. He came to hold a postmillennial view of eschatology, emphasizing the 

present'reign of Christ, a position characterized by an optimism of grace, which 

was grounded in the transforming presence and power of the Holy Spirit. He 

maintained a belief in the present working of the triune God within history, lead

ing to final victory. This perspective was conditioned by his own experience of 

entire sanctification: 

Many of God's children are longing for Jesus to come in Person, visi-
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bly to lead His hosts to victory. But ever since that wonderful morning 

forty-five years ago when He baptized me with the Holy Ghost and fire, 

purifying my heart and revealing Himself within me, I have felt that He 

meant to win His triumphs through dead men and women - dead to sin, 
* w * 

') to the world, to its prizes and^praises; and alive to Him, filled with His 

Spirit, indwelt by His presence, burning with His love.... I expect the 

true Vine to show forth all its strength, its beauty, its fruitfulness 

through the branches. I do not expect the love ofthe Father, the eternal 

intercession of the risen and enthroned Son, the wise and loving and 

ceaseless ministry of conviction, conversion, regeneration and sanctifi

cation ofthe Holy Ghost... to fail. Jesus is even now leading on His 

hosts to victory, Hallelujah!^ 

In a letter dated January 1935, Brengle further delineated his eschato-

logical perspective, marked as jt was by an optimism amidst present darkness: 

"Mind, I do not say that Christy is not coming and that very soon, but do not be 

carried away with those who are all the time studying the signs. Personally, I feel 

it very probable that there are mightier revivals to come upon us than the world 

has yet ever known ... I am a pessimistic optimist."-' 

Brengle's eschatology was shaped by the theology of John Wesley, as 

mediated to him by his teacher/mentor, Daniel Steele, prior to any contact with 

The Salvation Army. Nonetheless, he shared with William Booth a postmillen

nial vision for the Army in relation to worldwide revival."* The following passage 

evidences his understanding of the eschatological dimensions of holiness 

revivalism: 

The world and the church look to the Army for spiritual leadership. 

Large sections ofthe church have lost spiritual vision and power. Other 

sections are looking and praying for Jesus to come in Second Advent 

power and glory to save us. But my own belief is that He is waiting for 

His people to humble themselves, confess their leanness of soul, recon

secrate themselves for the great task, receive the Holy Ghost, and 

believe in the Holy Ghost and in the unseen presence of Christ. If we 

give ourselves day and night to glad, believing, expectant prayer and 

whole-hearted work for souls, we shall find that He is with us in old-
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time power. ̂  

Brengle understood holiness as the power by which the world would be 

won for Christ, and he believed that this emphasis was the hallmark of Salvation 

Army mission: "To this doctrine and experience The Salvation Army has been 

committed from the beginning ... and one ofthe chief secrets of its world-con

quering power."" For him, there were eschatological dimensions to the spread 

of holiness: "And the whole earth is waiting for the men and women ... who live 

in Christ ,and in whom Christ lives. When the world is filled with such men or 

controlled by them, then, and only then, will strikes and wars, and bitter rivalries 

and insane hatreds, and disgusting and hellish evils cease, and the promise and 

purpose of Christ's coming be fulfilled."' 

For Brengle, the kingdom of God has come to earth through the work 

ofthe Holy Spirit in the experience of entire sanctification, manifest in lives of 

self-sacrificial love. He wrote: 

The word of the Lord came to multiplied thousands of humble, 

unknown lads and lassies in kitchens and laundries, in mills and mines 

and markets, in stores and factories and offices, on shipboard and on 

farms, and made them mighty in simple faith and burning love and 

Christlike unselfishness to confound the wisdom and cast down the 

strength of this world, and to establish the kingdom of heaven upon 

earth.8 

Thus, there are personal and social implications to holiness, eschatologically 

understood, as reflected in Brengle's meditation on Matthew 21:12-13: 

This cleansing of the temple is but a type of His cleansing energies of 

the world. He came to cleanse men from their sin. Brother, know you 

not that you are the temple of God!.... When He came into the world, 

man was ... enslaved.... But before the impact of His Spirit slavery has 

vanished from all forward-looking nations and .will vanish from the 

earth. Woman is no longer a chattel for her husband but has entered into 

her rights as a human being.... He will yet make the world a temple of 

pod in which all men shall be brothers and the sacrificial love, pure and 

just, which burned in His heart shall burn in the heart of redeemed 

humanity.^ 
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With regard to the heightened interest in interpreting'end-time prophe

cy characteristic of many premillennial Christians of his day, Brengle wrote: 

'Ters6nally, I do not consider it profitable to speculate on questions of that char

acter."^ He felt that Christian preoccupation with prophecy (understood as fore

telling the future) undercut the impetus for evangelism. Writing to his long-time 

friend, S. Parkes Cadman (well-known radio preacher), Brengle stated: "It seems 

to me the church is confronted by two great evils, one by much destructive teach

ing ofthe' so-called modernism, and puerile prophetic teachings of many ofthe 

premillennialists the other." * * Elsewhere, Brengle decried premillennial escha

tology as a hindrance to revival: "Other sections [ofthe church] are looking and 

praying for Jesus to come in Second Advent power and glory to save us. But my 

own belief is that He is waiting for His people to humble themselves for the great 

task [revival], receive the Holy Ghost, and believe in the Holy Ghost and in the 

unseen presence of Christ."^ Although acknowledging the fact that anticipation 

ofthe promised return of Christ may motivate some to live lives pleasing to God, 

Brengle emphasized the abiding'presence ofthe triune God, experienced in entire 

sanctification, as the true motive power for holy Jiving.' 

Some people lay great stress upon the second coming of Christ as an 

' incentive to fine and holy living, and i would not minimize this ... [but] 

when the Holy Guest abides within, the Father and the Son are there 

too; and what finer, and more searching and sanctifying incentive to 

holy living can one have than this indwelling presence of the Father, 

Son and Holy Ghost, as Guest ofthe soul?13 

"Biblical prophecy, for Brengle, was not so much God's blueprint for the 

future (contra dispensationalism), but a summons to ethical living in the present. 

Illuminated by the Spirit, the sanctified Christian is enabled to understand the 

present implications of eschatology. Brengle maintained that: 

Many students of prophecy think the prophets have put into our hands 

a God-given telescope, through which we can peer into the future and 

foresee the course of all coming history to the utmost bounds of time, 

and they prepare elaborate charts and write no end of books and make 

learned mathematical calculations, and often fix dates for the end of all 
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things, but I haye never been helped, but rather confused, in trying so to 

interpret the great prophets. Their value to me ever since God sancti

fied me has appeared to consist not in the light they throw upon gener

ations yet unborn, but the light they throw upon my own generation.1"* 

Thus, rather than foretelling the future, the main purpose of prophecy is to reveal 

the present implications of God's character and will. About the prophets, 

Brengle wrote: "Their prophecies are meant to enable me to understand the pres

ent, to recognize my own duty, to interpret the will and ways of God to the men 

of my own generation.... There is an element of foretelling in the messages ofthe 

prophets, but the infinitely greater element was that of forthtelling, revealing 

God Himself, His character, His holiness . . ."^ 

For Brengle, the kingdom of God is not only a future hope, but also a 

present reality for those who submit to Christ as King, and are indwelt by his 

Spirit. Despite the forces of evil arrayed against it, the kingdom is being estab

lished by means of salvation warfare. In light ofthe chaos and corruption ofthe 

world of his day, Brengle reflected on the words of Isaiah 9:6-7: "Unto us a Child 

is born, unto us a Son is given; and the government shall be upon His shoulders, 

and His name shall be called Wonderful, Counselor, the Mighty God, the 

Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace. Ofthe increase of His government and 

peace there shall be no end." In relation to these verses, he wrote: 

Jesus came apd Jesus lives, and Jesus reigns in spite of the fact that 

there is a rebellion against His government on every hand. The gov

ernment is on His shoulders. He is bearing the burden. He is in the bat

tle. Oh, the joy of helping Him bear the burden, of standing by His side 

and under His banner in the battle! We shall win....Wars shall end; 

tyrannies and oppressions shall perish. Spiritual ignorance and dark

ness shall pass away like the shadows pf night before the rising sun. Sin 

shall be unmasked and destroyed and Satan overthrown and bound, and 

,the peace and government of Jesus shall surely if slowly prevail....You 

and I may not live to see it all, but we are hastening it. Every child we 

lead to Jesus, every sinner we get saved, and every soul we help get 

sanctified, extends His government and adds "We are workers together 

with God," and He cannot fail.16 
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Brengle looked forward to the efcchatological day of peace prophesied 

by Isaiah,1 ̂  but saw such as hastened by the faithfulness ofthe church. 

Every lowly Salvation soldier who loves God and man and follows 

Jesus in doing good helps to hasten that day.... And I thank God for 

every lowly brother and sister in Christ, every comrade fighting sin, 

fighting for goodness, battling against worldliness and pride, and folly 

and indifference. We are on the winning side. We shall conquer though 

we die, and we hasten the consummation of "that one far-off, divine 

event toward which the whole creation moves."18 

He thus believed that the establishment of God's kingdom was not without cost: 

"When the word ofthe Lord comes to a man it means honor and dignity and joy, 

but it also may mean sorrow and trial and long and sore discipline, which, if will

ingly embraced, will mean final and eternal and unspeakable honor and dignity 

and joy."1 ̂  Brengle maintained that Christ not only calls his followers to self-

sacrificial service, but empowers them by his indwelling presence: "He calls 

them to be good soldiers, counting not their lives dear unto themselves, but to be 

ready to lay down their lives for His sake, and for the sake ofthe lost ones who 

are dear to Him for whom He died. He calls them to lofty endeavor, high adven

ture, supreme sacrifice, uttermost devotion. He has gone before, and now goes 

with all who will go with Him."™ 

Brengle also believed that God's kingdom, as a spiritual reality, is estab

lished by love, not signs and wonders. Social transformation is thus made pos

sible by the work ofthe Holy Spirit, changing hearts that have freely responded 

to Christ's love manifest in Spirit-filled Christians. To those Christians who 

were discouraged by the increasing depravity of humankind, and a seeming lack 

of response to the gospel, he wrote: 

His kingdom is a moral and spiritual kingdom, and is to be won and 

established by love... and cannot be established by force or spectacular 

display. I sympathize with those whose hearts are heavy because ofthe 

slow progress of His conquests; and I understand how many, discour

aged By the apparent hopelessness of winning the world by the preach

ing and living out ofthe Gospel, look and long for His second Advent 

in flaming power and glory as the only means left for the overthrow of 
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His enemies and the conquest ofthe world, but personally I look for no 

such spectacular victory.... He will conquer, but only by the Cross. He 

will come in great power and great glory some wondrous day, but not to 
1 change the hearts of men, which can only be done by His Cross. He will 

come to judge. He forever foreswore the spectacular way, when he 

refused to cast Himself down from the pinnacle of the'temple at Satan's 

bidding, and chose the lowly, painful way of loving sacrifice/1 

2. The Ethical Kingdom: Present and Future Implications' 

The present dimensions ofthe kingdom of God were, for Brengle, inti

mately connected to the resurrection life and power of Jesus Christ. When deal

ing with the doctrine ofthe resurrection, he rightly viewed the raising of Jesus 

from the dead not only as signaling his victory over the grave, but also as the 

source ofthe believer's resurrection life and hope. Recognizing the essential role 

this doctrine plays in the Christian gospel, Brengle underscored its evidences 

(both objective and subjective) and implications. With regard to the former, he 

wrote: 

1. We know it by the testimony of them that saw Him.... 2. We know it 

by the fact that though they were poor and unlearned, despised and 

hated, and at first bewildered and confounded by the death of their 

Master, that... [they] were joined together in a far stronger more vital 

and joyous union, after the death of Jesus, than when He was with them 

in the flesh. 3. We know it by the church dating back to fifty days of 

the death of Jesus, and built upon the faith that He arose from the dead 

.... 4. But the most vital evidence ... is that which is given to us individ

ually with the baptism ofthe Holy Spirit ~* 

Brengle also wrote about the "practical lessons," or implications of Christ's res

urrection: 

1. The first and plainest lesson we learn is that of immortality. In the 

"presence ofthe risen Christ we can confidently say, death does not end 

all.... 2. But there is a deeper lesson than this....The apostles labored 

constantly to make men see and know that The soul, while yet in the 

"body, may enter into the resurrection power of Jesus and rise and walk 

with Him in newness of life." 
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It is important to note this equating of entire sanctification with being 

"filled with resurrection power and saved to the uttermost." Such resurrection 

power is available now, bringing freedom from the limitations of the carnal 

nature. There is a dimension.of heaven to be experienced in the present appro

priation of holiness, which provides hope for what lies beyond the grave: "We 

can die to sin and be altogether spiritual and holy, and can live the life of heav

en here upon earth.... "* The present possibilities of this resurrection life and 

power, involve obligations that can only be fulfilled by the indwelling presence 

ofthe Spirit. Christians, as extensions of Christ's incarnation, are empowered by 

the Spirit of Jesus to manifest his self-sacrificial love to the world. Along these 

lines, Brengle wrote about the obligation of present holiness: 

Paul tells us that the same power which raised Christ from the dead is 

in us who believe (Ephesians 1:17-20).... Since Jesus rose from the 

dead and ascended on high, He puts-at my disposal the same power to 

do and suffer His will that His Heavenly Father gave to Him.... It is His 

purpose that we should ... sustain the same relation to Him now that He 

sustained to His Heavenly Father in the days of His humanity; that we 

should be baptized with the same Spirit, and preach with the same 

-> authority, and secure the same results, and gain the same final end and 

eternal victory, and at last sit down with Him on His Throne forever-

more. This being so, I am under as much obligation now to be holy, to 

be empowered by the Spirit... as I shall be in Heaven.25 

In reflecting on the triumph ofthe "Second Adam" (Christ), as record

ed in Romans 5:12-17 and 1 Corinthians 15:22, Brengle contrasted the death of 

Abel and the resurrection of Jesus, in order to show how the latter provides moral 

purpose and hope for the universe: "Looking at the death of Abel there seems to 

be no moral purpose in the universe.... In the resurrection of Jesus we see the 

supremacy, of moral purpose; that this purpose embraces two worlds and cannot 

be defeated.../0 Thus, Jesus' resurrection is the basis of eternal life and hope: 

"He [Christ] revealed the reconciling, redeeming love of God in His death. The 

murderous, blind hate of man could kill Him, but not the love-He brought from 

the Father, that was deathless. But He revealed the power of God unto uttermost, 

eternal salvation, by His resurrection.... Because He lives, hope cannot die."^^ 
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Despite the optimism of grace evidenced in Brengle's understanding of 

the present and future dimensions ofthe kingdom, he was realistic about the ulti

mate consequences of sin for those who refused to submit to Christ as King in 

this life. When dealing with the topic ofthe future state ofthe wicked, Brengle 

opposed the "widespread and growing tendency to doubt either the existence of 

hell or endless punishment of the wicked." He addressed "the old-fashioned 

Universalist" who maintains that "all men enter into a state of blessedness the 

moment they die." He also dealt with annihilationism and "conditional univer-

salism." The latter theory, also known as "the doctrine of eternal hope," viewed 

punishment in the after-life as having a remedial purpose, and that eventually all 

would be saved/8 In contrast, Brengle believed in the conscious, endless pun

ishment ofthe wicked, making his case for the "biblical" view versus the alter

native theories: 

The old-fashioned Universalist who believed that all men enter into a 

state of blessedness the moment they die, whether they be righteous or 

wicked, has about vanished. But others, with errors even more danger

ous,.because seemingly more agreeable to natural reason and man's 

inborn sense of justice, have come to take his place to weaken men's 

faith in the tremendous sanctions and penalties of God's holy law, and 

there seems to be a widespread and growing tendency to doubt the exis

tence of hell, and the endless punishment ofthe wicked. There are those 

who believe in annihilation, or extermination, ofthe wicked. They say 

there is no eternal hell, though they ,do not believe that the wicked enter 

into a state of happiness after death, but on the contrary are immediate

ly or eventually blotted out of existence. Then there are those who hold 

the doctrine of "eternal hope." They believe that the wicked will be 

punished after death, possibly for ages, but that in the end they will all 

be restored to the favor of,God and the bliss ofthe holy....There is some

thing so-awful about the old doctrine of endless punishment, and such a 

seeming show of fairness about these new doctrines, that they appeal 

very strongly to the unsanctified heart, and enlist on their behalf all the 

sympathies and powerful impulses of the "carnal mind," which is 

•"enmity to God, and is not subject to the law of God...."™ 
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As always, Brengle iised scripture as his primary religious authority to establish 

his position: 

In discussing this subject we should stick to the Bible. All we know 

about the "future state is what God has revealed and left on record.... 

Human reason as well as human experience fails us, and we can put no 

confidence-in the so-called revelations of spiritualism or the dreams of 

sects who pretend to "be able to probe the secrets of eternity. So that if 

the Bible does not settle the question for us, it cannot be settled. The 

Bible teaches that there" is to be punishment for the wicked after death, 

and that this punishment is one of which they are conscious....The Bible 

further teaches that there is to be'punishment for the wicked after death, 

and that this punishment is endless.3" 

For Brengle, however, the doctrine of future punishment had a motiva

tional purpose. He wrote: 

Two powerful motives which the Holy Ghost uses to lead men to accept 

the Savior and renounce all sin, are the hope of everlasting blessedness 

and the fear of eternal woe. These motives may in time in the heart of 

a Christian be swallowed up in a higher motive of love and loyalty to 

God, but they always remain as a framework.... Such has always been 

the effect of the doctrine when proclaimed in the power and pity and 

love ofthe fire-touched lips of holy men and women ... But let men ... 

begin to tone down this doctrine, and then old-fashioned Bible convic

tion for sin ceases, the instantaneous and powerful conversion of souls 

is laughed at, the Holy Ghost is forgotten....-31 

He maintained that hell was ultimately the result of failure to receive Christ as 

Savior and to submit to him as Lord. God as the "Moral Governor of the uni

verse," is obligated to mete out punishment for sin, particularly when his 

redemptive overtures are met with "determined resistance."3^ 

According to Brengle, hell is the necessary result of humanity's sinful

ness; by which he means, not only voluntary transgressions of God's moral law, 

but also self-chosen alienation and estrangement from God: "Hell is not an arbi

trary place of torment created by a jealous God. It is the wretchedness, the lone

liness, the homelessness, the darkness, the deprivation, wrong-doers inevitably 
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bring upon themselves and info which eternally fall if they do not turn from 

unrighteousness and sin."33 In response to those who object to the eternality of 

the doctrine of hell, he wrote: 

But someone objects that God is pot just to punish a man forever for the 

,sins he commits in the short period of a lifetime. And when he thus 

speaks of sins he possibly means such gross sins as lying, cheating, 

swearing, murder, adultery, and such like. But it is not for these sins 

that men are sent to hell.... Men are sent to hell by the weight and pull 

of their self-chosen evil and discordant nature and character, because 

they will not repent and turn from sin to God. They are filled with unbe

lief which begets pride and self-will, and are out of harmony with and 

jare in antagonism to God and all His humble, obedient servants. They 

will not come to Jesus that they may be saved from sin and receive a 

new heart and life.3** 

Brengle not only underscored the moral nature of God, but also bis mercy toward 

sinners. Unfortunately, those who do not avail themselves of his grace, eventu

ally reap the results of habitual patterns of sinning: 

Not until all His judgments, and warnings, and entreaties and dying love 

have failed to lead them to repentance and acceptance ofthe Savior, and 

they have utterly refused the eternal blessedness of the holy, does God 

cease to follow sinners with tender mercies. By obstinate sin they come 

to hate the thing God loves, and to love the thing God hates, and so 

become as dead to God's will and holiness, and to His plans for them.... 

If sin is such a crime - and the Bible teaches that it is - then God, as the 

Moral Governor of the universe, having provided a perfect way, and 

done all He could to persuade men to turn from sin now and forever, if 

He only meets with their determined resistance, is under obligation to 

place them under sentence of punishment, to oppose them, and put them 

away from His holy presence and the society of holy men and angels 

forevermore, where they can no more breed- moral and spiritual pesti

lence and disturb the moral harmony .of God's government and peo

ple.35 

Thus, Brengle believed that a person's choices will find their fulfillment in their 
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final destination. In a letter to his wife, Lily, written in 1912, Sam wrote about 

the importance and significance of human free will in this regard: 

We are on trial to develop moral character.... And so with everything, 

our business, our social relations, everything; everything has good and 

evil lurking within it, just according as we use or abuse it. And herein 

lies our greatness, our kingship, our likeness to God: that we can 

choose; but here also lies our awful and constant dangef: that we shall 

selfishly choose our own-will instead of God's will and'pleasure. God's 

will means universal good and well-being; ours means selfishness, nar

rowness, corruption, loneliness, alienation from God - a dead sea -

hell.36 

Further, Brengle believed that" certain choices preclude one's options, as is evi

dent in the verses of an "anonymous poem he cited: 

Choose I must, and soon must choose, 

Holiness, or Heaven lose. 

If what Heaven loves I hate, 

Shut for me in Heaven's gate. 

Endless sin means endless woe, 

Into endless sin I go, 

If my soul from reason rent, 

Takes from sin its final bent. 

As the stream its channel grooves, 

And within that channel moves, 

So does habit's deepest tide 

Groove its bed and there abide. 

Light obeyed increaseth light; 

Light resisted bringeth night. 

Who shall give me will to choose. 

If the love of light 1 lose.37 

In affirming the principle that eternal destiny is a culmination of a person's pres

ent choices, Brengle wrote: "We are now becoming what we shall ever be -

lovers of God and the things of God, or haters of God and the things of God."38 

In fact, he goes as far as to say that people who have, through habitual choices, 
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ended up in hell, would not be happy in heaven: "I believe that such a person 

would pbssibly be more unhappy in heaven than in hell."3^ 

It is clear that Brengle's eschatology involved the dreaded specter of 

"the 'everlasting shame and contempt' and the eternal torments that shall come 

upon the ungodly." In light of this fate awaiting the unsaved, he consistently 

urged the unconverted to: "Flee to Jesus. Repent and believe." By repentance, 

he meant "a godly sorrow for sins, that makes you forsake them and give them 

all up ... that makes you confess them and turn from them forever. Now God 

says, if you will honestly do this, He will forgive you and make you His 

child.""™ Brengle maintained that "men and women are always walking along 

the brink of an abyss into which, if we are not careful, we may fall forever." In 

the meantime, God is at work by means of prevenient grace, through the agency 

of his Spirit, not only to make humanity aware of its sinfulness, but also to "make 

us stop and think of eternal things and not to be careless and indifferent and fool

ing away precious time and opportunities on the very brink of hell."41 

Although Brengle's eschatology took seriously the future and ultimate 

consequences of life choices, he primarily emphasized the present possibilities 

of grace to transform the world through the working of the Holy Spirit. 

Brengle's postmillennial eschatology was influenced by his holiness theology, 

causing him to view the kingdom of God as partially realized in this life, by those 

who have submitted themselves to Christ's reign on earth, and through the pres

ence and power of his Spirit, serve as agents ofthe New Creation. 
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H o s p i t a b l e L e g a c y 
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Implementing a historically informed social ethic is possibly the great

est challenge facing the contemporary Army. How does the ethical task set 

before the Army function distinctively within the kingdom of God? Is there a 

connecting point between the diverse ministries of The Salvation Army? An 

example of this diversity is the various ministries of the Lexington, Kentucky 

Corps. This corps is not only a place of worship but also an after school program^ 

day care, food and clothing center, a shelter for women and families, emergency 

relief center, and provides these services and outreach programs to the Spanish 

speaking population of the community as well. This specific corps is indicative 

of the Army's global activity since the development of the "social wing" in 1890. 

This paper will seek to understand the origins of this holistic1 approach to urban 

ministry with the aim of putting forward a proposal for the contemporary Army's 

ethical perspective. 

The Holistic Evolution of the Army's Ministry 

Jin July 1865 an opportunity came for William Booth to preach a series 

of revival meetings in London's East End. Booth's heart ached for the people of 

this area, He illustrated this passion for these people: 

In every direction were multitudes totally ignorant of gospel, and given 

up to all kinds of wickedness....-A voice seemed to sound in my ears, 
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"Why go ... anywhere else, to find souls that need the Gospel? Here 

they are, tens of thousands at your very door. Preach to them, the 

unsearchable riches of Christ. I will help you - your need shall be sup

plied."2 

The negative effects of the industrial revolution had disabled this area, 

much like Booth's hometown of Nottingharh. The industrialized urban areas of 

England fostered the poverty of the lower classes in what Booth later called the 

"submerged tenth." Thus, a great wall gradually appeared between the estab

lished Victorian churches and the lower classes of England.3 Philip Needham 

notes: "As the lower classes became more and more estranged from the Church, 

an intense contradiction became apparent - a contradiction between the message 

of God's acceptance of all men through Christ and the obvious middle and 

upper-class self-interest of those who espoused that message.'"* 

With the founding of the East London Christian Revival Society the 

Booths' primary motivation was to preach the gospel to the poor of London's 

East End; a 'segment of the population that was generally neglected by the 

Victorian church. This group would eventually become The Christian Mission, 

and their purpose was strictly evangelistic. The Army had "preaching stations" 

and not churches, and their converts were supposed to be channeled into the life 

of the'Victorian churches. The initial plan ofthe Booths did not include starting 

a separate denomination, but their pragmatism forced them to welcome their 

converts who were rejected by the established churches'. William Booth demon

strates this desire: "My first idea was simply to get people saved, and send them 

to the churches. This proved at the outset impracticable. 1. They [the converts] 

would not go when sent. 2. They were not wanted. And 3. We wanted some of 

them at least ourselves, to help us in the business of saving others. We were thus 

driven to" providing for the converts ourselves."^ It is important to note that 

William Booth was primarily interested in the spiritual condition of the people 

to whom he ministered, and he had yet to develop a theology that incorporated 

the alleviation of social dilemmas. 

When within thirteen years The Christian Mission grew to include 75 

preaching stations and 120 evangelists and when in 1878 The Christian Mission 

changed its structure to correspond to the military metaphor, "The Salvation 
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Army," Booth's theology began to move from individual categories to institu

tional categories.6 Indeed, William Booth saw his Salvation Army as institution

ally sanctified to bring about the kingdom of God on earth. Within eight years of 

the 1878 name change, The Salvation Army exploded to include 1,749 corps^and 

4,129 officers.8 

Though The Salvation Army continued to grow, it was not until 1889 

that its social ministry developed an institutional structure. In the early 1870s, 

William Booth established five food shops that provided cheap food for the poor. 

These soup kitchens, known by their slogan "Food For the Millions," were under 

the supervision of William Booth's son and eventual successor, William 

Bramwell Booth. These shops were a financial disaster and were closed in 1877. 

Robert Sandall notes that as a result The Salvation Army actually turned people 

to another group called the Charity Organization Society." Due to the extreme 

poverty that was ravishing the people of their mission field, particularly 

London's East End,1" the eschatologically-focused Salvationist movement was 

bound to respond to the greater social problems in the world. All the work of The 

Salvation Army was done in light of the final end (eschatori). In light of the 

desired end (i.e., the salvation of souls and the imminence of Christ's millennial 

reign) the means to produce it had to more dramatically engage its culture. They 

could not possibly work in the midst of a people who were struggling within 

poverty and social oppression for long with a singular focus on "souls" without 

recognizing the necessity that social and physical problems needed relief. The 

Salvation Army operated more from a functional or pragmatic basis than a theo

retical base. The great goal of Salvationist mission is an eschatological aspira

tion. Booth and the early Army desired to save every person's soul in the world 

with the help of God. This primary desire to "save souls" is an eschatological 

concern. 

Foreshadowing later work, The Salvation Army in Australia, on their 

own initiative, established and sustained a recovering home for released prison

ers in December of 1883.11 Another precursor of Salvation Army social activism 

came between 1884 and 1885 when, because of insights gained from a new res

cue home for prostitutes, The Salvation Army launched an assault on "the 

world's oldest profession." This crusade further highlighted the existence of a 
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white slave trade in England, and with the help of investigative reporter W.T. 

Stead, The Salvation Army exposed the underground operation.12 The Salvation 

Army forced the hand of Parliament to raise the age of consent from thirteen to 

sixteen.13 By establishing a rescue home for prostitutes, in 1884, the Army 

began a journey toward an institutional embrace of a social mission in 1890.1** 

Pamela J. Walker observes that between 1884 and 1890 "the Army had estab

lished rescue work, shelters, food depots, and other programs to relieve distress 

and to exert a religious influence on those believed to be too burdened to seek it 

on their own. From 1884, The Salvation Army slowly shaped a dual mission of 

social services."^ In her book Booth's Boots: Social Service Beginnings in The 

Salvation Army, Major Jenty Fairbank discusses several areas of Salvation Army 

social work: poor relief, the rescuing of prostitutes, maternity work, anti-suicide 

ministry, reconciliation ministry, ministries to juvenile delinquents, prison min

istry, sheltering ministries, ministries to the unemployed, and work with alco

holics. Seven of these ministries found their beginnings before 1890.16 The dual 

mission was a gradual process, and in 1889 this shift was supported by William 

Booth's own pragmatic theological articulation in his article titled "Salvation for 

Both Worlds."17 

The famous article published in 1889 is the articulation of a conclusion 

that Booth had reached as the result of his recognition that holistic ministry was 

necessary. This proclamation was not an overnight decision. It is rather a state

ment of mature theological expression that understood social and spiritual 

aspects of the Christian message. This holistic theological development was 

articulated in 1890 with the establishment of the "Social Wing,"18 a division of 

Salvation Army ministry that sought to implement the "scheme" expressed in In 

Darkest England and The Way OutX* Developing an effectively balanced social 

wing was no doubt challenging for the pragmatically-minded movement. In 

Darkest England explicitly supported and institutionally expanded on The 

Salvation Army's existing social ministries that had been operating since 1884. 

Eschatology and Holistic Ministry in the Army 

When William Booth's universal eschatology came into focus as a result 

of the transatlantic influences of the American holiness movement between 1870 

and 1885 and the American holiness movement experienced a theological shift 

that placed a new emphasis on pnueumatology,2" William Booth and his 
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Salvation Army also experienced this shift.21 This transmitted focus enabled 

William Booth to view the indwelling power of the Holy Spirit as bringing about 

change in the whole world. The result was a swing toward a universal eschatol

ogy that was motivated to bring about the millennial reign of Christ before the 

second coming of Christ.22 If the millennial reign of God is seen as waiting for 

the Christianization of the world and all its social systems, then Christians have 

a responsibility to ,act on behalf of that eschatological perspective. Hence, ethi

cal responsibility naturally flows from such a millennial perspective. 

Ethics is defined as an attempt to provide principles and appropriate 

responses for acting rightly in general and specific situations of life.23 The eth

ical system that guided William Booth can be broadly seen as teleological in 

nature. That is an ethical framework that sees the telos or end as conditioning and 

guiding the ethical process needed to bring about that telos?^ If William Booth's 

theological framework is centered in his eschatological vision, then an ethical 

background is naturally teleological because eschatology is the study of the "last 

things." Just because an ethical system is looking forward to the last things, does 

not mean that the present situation diminishes in focus. On the contrary, the end 

breaks into the present as a guide. Jiirgen Moltmann expresses this eschatologi

cal hope by stating at the beginning of his treatise on eschatology, "In the end is 

the beginning ..." and that "Christian eschatology is the remembered hope ofthe 

raising of the crucified Christ, so it talks about beginning afresh...." - " 

William Booth's embrace of miUennialism26 coincided with his move 

toward social activity in the early 1880s. The Army became viably active with

in the sphere of social ethics in 1884. Thus William Booth's social ethic is direct

ly related to his universal eschatology. How one views God's kingdom in socie

ty affects how one is active in the world. By 1890 these combined themes 

(eschatology and social ethics) were fully developed and representative of the 

holistic mission that The Salvation Army embodied. In the midst of this devel

opment, William Booth's personal eschatology, expressing itself in a concern for 

souls, was consistently present. In his most explicit eschatological writing, "The 

Millenium [sic]," Booth illustrates the position of personal eschatology within 

his universal eschatology: "The most effective methods of advancing the happi

ness of mankind, and bringing in the Millenial [sic] reign, must be the rule of 
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God in the hearts and lives of men, and the spread of the principles of righteous

ness and love."2' 

The particular way that The Salvation Army promoted the "principles 

of righteousness and love" was the distinctive approach to social ethics. When 

these principles were blended with millennialism, a dynamic holistic missiology 

emerged. William Booth's ethical perspective is, therefore, an expression of his 

eschatology and is identified in this paper as an eschatological ethic. This escha

tological ethic recognizes that the mission of the kingdom is the mission for 

God's people now. In William Booth's famous article "Salvation for Both 

Worlds," he elaborates on the incarnational quality of this eschatological ethic: 

"Christ is the deliverer for time as truly as for eternity. He is the Joshua who leads 

men in our own day out of the wilderness into the Promised Land, as His fore

runner did the Children of Israel thousands of years ago. He is the messiah who 

brings glad tidings! He is come to open the prison doors. He is come to set men 

free from their bonds. He is indeed the Savior of the world!"28 

Scholarly Disputes 

K.S. Inglis and Norman H. Murdoch have contested that William 

Booth's move to include social ministries was purely motivated by bis failure of 

not having reached the poorest of poor with the gospel, particularly in London's 

East' End. These scholars insist that The Salvation Army's social work begin

nings can only be traced to 1890 and the "Darkest England Scheme."2^ They 

explain the reason for social expansion was because William Booth was failing 

as an evangelist in London's East End. Indicative of this approach is the follow

ing statement by Murdoch: 

The 1890 scheme differed in kind, and'not just in scope, from the tem

porary handout aid his mission offered, aid he had halted in 1877 when 

it impeded his revival program. His fixation was on saving souls. 

Darkest England was a new departure for Booth and for the Army. As 

its evangelistic program stagnated in the 1880s, social salvation 

replaced evangelism as the Army's mission.3" 

One might understand Murdoch's conclusion if he was responding to 

the possible divorced nature of social and spiritual ministries in the contempo

rary Salvation Army. It is admitted by most Salvationists that evangelism needs 
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to find a better-balanced relationship with social work in the contemporary 

Salvation Army. However, retroactively placing such concerns on William Booth 

and the early Salvation Army is wrong for at least three major reasons. First, 

Murdoch ignores the social ministries that existed between 1884 and 1890, 

which Fairbank has described. Fairbank responds to critics like Murdoch and 

Inglis31 by calling their positions "uninitiated" and "still laboring under the pop

ular fallacy that all Salvation Army social work .stemmed from the 1890 

scheme..."32 The other ministries mentioned in her book, Booth's Boots, might 

be ignored because of the social-political activity of The Salvation Army in the 

mid 1880's (i.e. the purity crusade).33 The early ministries, which began in 1884, 

prompted William Booth to begin thinking of implementation on an internation

al level. 

Second, these theories fail by misinterpreting the later William Booth as 

only a social reformer. This seems to suggest that William Booth took off his 

"evangelist hat" and put on a "socio/political reformer hat." William Booth's the

ology might have changed, but he never lost his eschatological focus, as social 

salvation was an addition to his already established theology of personal salva

tion. If Murdoch's logic were followed, one would have to re-explain all of the 

evangelistic material that flowed from the mouth and pen of William Booth after 

1890. Finally, there is not much support for the notion that Booth's evangelistic 

work was failing in the 1880s. On the contrary, this .was a time of great growth. 

Between 1878 and 1886 the Army grew to include 233% more corps and 344% 

more officers.34 

Murdoch's point is not directly aimed at the growth of the Army as a 

whole. However, he points his argument toward the lack of growth in London. 

Murdoch makes psychological assumptions about the way Booth would have felt 

about his,work in London. Murdoch imagines: "Failure in London pained Booth; 

he now denied it. He feared the day when his army might be another sect per-

petuating'itself."3^ Murdoch provides no empirical proof as to why Booth might 

ever feel this way. This claim is indicative of this revisionist work that attempts 

to maintain a conclusion without a sufficient argument. Ann Woodall concedes 

that the Army in East London numerically diminished, but she shows that the 

ministry! itself had become more effective and incarnational, illustrating this 
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point through the work of the "slum sisters," a group that lived in the streets with 

the poorest of the poor in order to reach them with the gospel. Woodall points to 

numerous outside sources that applauded the Army at this time in London as 

being very respected for its ministry to the "slummers."36 

William Booth's theology accommodated such a shift toward social cat

egories of salvation because of his balanced approach toward universal and per

sonal eschatology. When universaleschatology was expressed through millenni

al language, it never lacked personal urgency that characterized his early min

istry. There is not a "break" in Booth's thinking with the publication of 

"Salvation for Both Worlds" and Darkest England. These sources are the mature 

articulations of a theology that progressed in light of its eschatological task. The-

result of this discussion is a holistic ministry that embraced the spiritual and the 

physical world in a radical way. 

The Army and the Paradigm of "Social Work" 

The contemporary Salvation Army's self-identity is often blurred by an 

unnecessary dualism between social and spiritual'missions.37 Since 1890 

Salvationists have developed a variety of ways for discussing the approach to 

social and spiritual ministries. The impact of William Booth's eschatology is 

observed in its ethical self-understanding. 

William Booth's first way of distinguishing the social wing was to make 

it an office unto itself with its own officers and commissioner.38 William Bootiv 

himself was seen as the autocratic, connecting link between the various wings of 

the Salvation Army. Commenting on the development of his own theology he 

remarked: "I had twb gospels of deliverance to preach - one for each world [tem

poral and eternal], or rather, one gospel which applied alike to both. I saw that 

when the Bible said, 'He that believeth shall be saved,' it meant not only saved 

from the miseries- of the future world, but from the miseries of this [world] 

also."3" This quote demonstrates Booth's desire to find and maintain equilibri

um in ministry. His autocratic structures, which he felt were a sign of the mil

lennial kingdom, P demanded the delegation and creation of a social wing. 

Herein lies the problem that has remained with The Salvation Army: in trying to 

find a "balance," The Salvation Army further dichotomizes social and spiritual 

ministries. Is it possible that this dichotomy is unduly emphasized as a result of 
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The Salvation Army's insufficient paradigm of "social services"? 

The striving to make the paradigm of "social services" fit into a theo

logical system is arduous. This problem is apparent within the title of the impor

tant work edited by Commissioner John D. Waldron, Creed and Deed: Toward a 

Christian Theology of Social Work in The Salvation Aroiy, 1 which compiled a 

variety of reflections of Salvation Army social ministries. The positive effects of 

this scholarly reflection are somewhat tainted by the insufficient polarizing par

adigm of "social services."**2 

The important reflections found in Creed and Deed begin with a prem

ise, which is flawed, that "social services" is (or should be) the overarching par-

adigm of Salvation Army social ministry. The paradigm of "social services" is 

inadequate in placing The Salvation Army within the meta-narrative of Christian 

social action. "Social services" automatically creates an impersonal and profes

sional atmosphere."*3 An example of this bifurcation would be soldiers of a corps 

who faithfully attend Sunday hohness meetings, but when encountering a person 

in need of "temporal" salvation, they refer the person to the "social worker" of 

the corps. Such a pattern and paradigm divorces the so called "spiritual work" 

from "social work" and generally delegates the "social services" to professional 

"social workers" that may or may not share the Army's holistic mission. 

If Not "Social Services," Then What? 

The impact and legacy of William Booth's eschatological ethic is a 

holistic approach to mission. How can the contemporary Army maintain this 

legacy? Recent scholarship has rediscovered the paradigm and practice of hospi

tality as a way of approaching Christian social ethics. Hospitality can serve as 

a preferable paradigm for social ministries within The Salvation Army's holistic, 

mission. This paradigm is presented as "preferable" because it does not bifurcate 

spiritual and social ministries. The early Salvation Army presents the contempo

rary Army and the Christian church in general with a prophetic social ethic that 

has at its core an implicit form of hospitality. This legacy of hospitality and holis-

tic ministry should be the model by which the contemporary Army looks to the 

future. 

The Christian Tradition of Hospitality45 

The practice of hospitality finds its apex in the nature of the Triune God 
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who continually welcomes humanity into the eternal fellowship of the Godhead. 

Such welcome is clearly exhibited through Jesus' sacrificial welcome in his pas

sion. Receiving the welcome that Jesus offers necessitates participation in the fel-

lowship of God's trinitarian nature. The tradition of hospitality is more than 

desserts and prosaic conversation among friends and family. It is not a spiritual 

gift for those who like to bake. On the contrary, throughout church history hos

pitality has been concerned with the interaction between "others" and the prac

tice of welcoming "strangers." 

The macrocosmic picture of the Old Testament is of the Israelites' call 

to and from a foreign land where they were aliens."4" The Israelites were utter

ly dependent on God and were commanded to express their understanding of his 

providence in how they treated others who were in need. They were command

ed to show' welcome to strangers in light of the welcome of God.**' Specific 

examples of hospitality that reflect this macro picture iri the Old Testament 

microcosmically are Abraham's welcome of angels in Genesis 18, Rahab's wel

come of Israelite spies in Joshua 2, and the widow of Zarephath's hospitality to 

Elijah in 1 Kings 17. 

The teachings of Jesus powerfully encouraged people to show welcome 

toward others. Ethicist Christine Pohl illustrates that Matthew 25 and Luke 14 are 

central in the formation and praxis of the tradition of hospitality."*8 Believers are 

explicitly commanded in various epistles to practice hospitality: Romans 12:13; 

Hebrews 13:2; 1 Peter 4:9; 1 Timothy 3:2; and Titus 1:8. The concept of loving 

and welcoming'strangers is a pivotal message ofthe New Testament. 

The practice of hospitality was critical to the development of the early 

church due'to the intersection of the house and church. The young church regu

larly found itself meeting in homes for times of worship. Because of this inter

section, the common meal became an important expression of hospitality that 

flourished in the multiracial society where the early church was submerged. In 

the fourth and fifth centuries, leaders like Jerome, John Chrysostom, Benedict of 

Nursia, and Lactantius kept the tradition and language of hospitality vibrant. 

Through the medieval period hospitality became" associated with entertainment 

and personal advantage from hospitable practices. Hospitality became an expec

tation, rather than a natural sign of Christian fell6wship. Pohl states, "In the 
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diversity, of institutions, in the loss of the worshiping community as a significant 

site for hospitality and the differentiation of care among recipients, the socially 

transformative potential of hospitality was lost.'"*" 

The leaders of the Protestant Reformation reasserted the importance of 

hospitality. This realization of the importance of welcome was pragmatically sig

nificant .because the social structures of Europe were stirred during the 

Reformation. Two centuries later, John Wesley demanded a social understanding 

of the gospel in 18111 century England, and the Methodist movement by an immi

nent millennial hope.*" Wesley grasped the theological and moral significance 

of hospitality without explicitly naming it. 

The semantic difficulties of Wesley's day continue to perplex the con

temporary church's connection to the tradition of hospitality. The significance of 

naming the tradition is important to William Booth's connection with the over

arching social ethical tradition of Christianity. The language provides the means 

whereby a Christian can understand his or her social, responsibility within the 

realm of theological, historical, and moral reflection. This" understanding is 

specifically significant for contemporary practitioners of hospitality because hos

pitality enables their service to move beyond the realm of "duty" or "social serv

ices." Hospitality then becomes a way of life for individuals and communities to 

express welcome and as an outgrowth of their identity as a Christian body. Pohl 

states, "reclaiming hospitality is an attempt to bring back the relational dimen

sion to social service, and to highlight concerns for empowerment and partner

ship with those who need assistance."^1 Any Christian movement that takes seri

ously the exhortation to "welcome one another"-'2 canhenefit from viewing this 

welcome through the lenses of hospitality. i 

A Hospitable Legacy 

If hospitality is to be applied to the contemporary Salvation Army, does 

it line up with the ethical heritage of the life, ministry, and writings of the early 

Salvation Army? William Booth's famous book, In Darkest England and The 

Way Out is one such example of this hospitable heritage. In Darkest England was 

his effort to transport the theme of social redemption to the forefront of Victorian 

society. The unique power involved in recognition is a key theme in the tradition 

of hospitality.^3 Booth saw within each person the possibility of deliverance 
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from sin and social evil because theologically he understood that salvation was 

available for all people. An example of such recognition is Booth's explanation 

that the cab-horse in London has three things: "A shelter for the -night, food for 

its stomach, and work allotted to it by which it can eat its corn."5"* Booth illus

trates that these basic rights, given to horses, were being denied to a tenth of the 

population^ He calls this group the "submerged tenth." Booth's proposed solu

tion to this problem ("The Way Out") is outlined as his '.'social scheme." He com

ments on the ultimate goals of this "social scheme," which implicitly embody 

themes of dignity and respect: 

To attempt to save the lost, we must accept no limitations to human 

"brotherhood. If the scheme which I set forth in the following pages is 

not applicable to the thief, the harlot, the drunkard and the sluggard it 

may as well be dismissed without ceremony. As Christ came to call not 

the saints but the sinners to repentance, so the message of temporal sal

vation, of salvation from pinching poverty, from rags and misery, must 

be offered to allr -* 

Possibly drawing upon the language of Matthew 25:31-36, Booth later in the 

same book stresses the power of dignity and respect: "But we who call ourselves 

by the name of Christ are not worthy to profess <o be His disciples until we have 

set an open door before the least and worst of these .who are now apparently 

imprisoned for life in a horrible dungeon of misery and despair."^" 

The Booths and Wesley, both recognized God's prevenient grace at work 

in the lives of people, and as a result their outlook on social ethics was dramati

cally transformed. CatherineBooth when speaking on the subject of home visi

tation explained, "They need to be brought into contact with a living 

Christ...They want to see and handle the words of life in a living form. 

Christianity anust come to them embodied in men' and womeq, who are not 

ashamed to 'eat with publicans and sinners."'-'' Wesley's understanding of social 

holiness influenced Catherine Booth's understanding of communion with Christ 

in entire sanctification. 

Catherine also recognized the significance of. .seeing Jesus in every 

stranger: "Oh, for grace always to see Him where He is to. be seen; for verily, 

flesh and blood doth not reveal this unto us! Well ... I -keep seeing Him risen 
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again in the forms o'f drunkards and ruffians of all descriptions."^8 Similarly 

Bramwell Booth illustrated: ' 

When I see the poor, shivering creatures gathered in the warmth and 

comfort of our Shelters, and the famished ones in the Food Depots, and 

the workless hard at work, and the lost and lonely in the bright hope

fulness of the Women's and Children Homes, and the prisoners - set in 

'happy families in our Harbors of Refuge, my heart sings for joy, and I 

say, "Is not this the Christ come again? " If he came now to London and 

Boston and New York and Melbourne and Tokyo, as He came to 

Jerusalem and Nazareth and Caesarea, would He not want to do exact

ly this? I believe He would r " 

Jesus' parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:29-37) redefines the 

way that humanity looks at "neighbors." William Booth recognized the impor

tance of this passage for early Salvation Army hospitality ministries as he frames 

this pericope in sacramental terms; (which is somewhat ironic for a non-pracfic-

ing-sacramental denomination), by urging soldiers "to observe continually the 

sacrament of the Good Samaritan.""" 

Bramwell Booth records an interesting conversation with his father in 

his popular book Echoes and Memories?^- The conversation took place when the 

Booths were crossing the Thames River on London Bridge, and William Booth 

noticed the homeless men sleeping under the arches of the bridge at nightfall. His 

son Bramwell was obviously aware of their lack of lodging, but William was dis

gusted by the poverty he saw. Bramwell records their conversation (Bramwell's 

responses in Italics): 

"Go and do something! We must do something." "What can we dol" 

"Get them a shelter!" "That will cost money." "Well that is your affair! 

Something must be done. Get hold of a warehouse and warm it, and find 

something to cover them. But mind, Bramwell, no coddling'!"02 

This conversation illustrates how the boundaries of hospitality, in general, are 

often hard to define. Despite the ambiguous parameters, the imperative nature of 

hospitable practices can be found in William's comments. 

Frank Smith, the first leader of the "Social Wing" commented about 

working with the dangerous people who are on the borders of society:' 
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The fact is, deny it who can, the churches are wedded to the wealthy 

world. Let us of The Salvation Army, from this day forth, wed ourselves 

to the fate and the fortunes of the so-called dangerous classes. Let us go 

down to our bride in the Boweries of our cities. God approves of this 

union."3 

The way in which people understand the proper balance between that 

which is social and spiritual is continually an issue in The Salvation Army's hos

pitality ministries. The personal secretary to William Booth, Brigadier Fred Cox, 

recalled at a later date how Booth woujd often respond to questions about this 

dilemma: 

He believed in keeping religion first. People used to say to him in the 

early days, "You know, General, we can do with your social operations, 

but we can't do with your religion; we don't want it." The General 

would say - "If you want my social work, you have got to have my reli

gion; they are joined together like Siamese.twins; to divide them is to 

slay them!"64 

The delicate harmonization of the relationship between these two aspects of 

Salvation Army ministry is a frequent task for any Salvationist. In 1966 Philip 

Needham described The Salvation Army's identity problem as "schizo

phrenic.""^ On the other hand, General Fredrick Coutts described the idealized 

mutual existence of social and spiritual ministries by utilizing a marital 

metaphor."" It is key to The Salvation Army's self-understanding that this rela

tionship be understood in light of the Army's historical theology while remain

ing relevant to the people it serves. 

Hospitality: A Preferable Paradigm for the Army 

The biblical/theological tradition of hospitality can serve as a preferable 

paradigm for Salvation Army ministries. The Christian tradition of hospitality 

has been buried for three centuries, as the 18* century largely considered it "an 

antiquated practice, out of step with busy commercial society, a relic from an ear

lier time.""'Christine Pohl suggests: "Hospitality is a way of life fundamental to 

Christian identity."68 

Hospitality is a paradigm that connects theological reflection with 

everyday concerns. The Salvation Army has arguably had the most consistent 

social witness in the past 150 years; however, acknowledging and naming and 
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refocusing this social witness as "hospitality" will connect The Salvation Army's 

work in general with the theological history of the church. Theological reflection 

has often been a secondary concern for the pragmatic Salvation Army;6^ there

fore, it has admittedly lacked an explicit theological foundation for its prac

tices.'" The theological heritage supplied by the tradition of hospitality can pro

vide a foundation for the existing social ministries of the Army. 

Hospitality can further connect and unite the progression of William 

Booth's theology in a way that does not tend toward Murdochian separatism. 

First, Booth recognized the importance of offering a neglected group personal 

redemption, and eventually he saw the need to institutionally welcome the whole 

person. Indeed, one begins to see William Booth's ministry and theology as a 

journey of hospitality. This journey had significant influences: Catherine Booth 

and George Scott Railton, who both helped refine his early theological under

standing of personal and social holiness, influenced his journey. Then the influ

ences of Bramwell Booth, W. T. Stead, and Frank Smith helped him realize the 

social dimensions of the theology handed to him from Wesley, Finney, Palmer, 

and Caughey. 

John Wesley was a culminating and reviving figure in the tradition of 

hospitality, but his use of these themes was implicit, much like Booth's. A major 

challenge for Salvation Army mission today is for a historically informed reap

praisal of The Salvation Army's social ministry. Hospitality can act as a linking 

paradigm because it was implicitly a part of William Booth's theology, and it can 

further function as therapy for the bifurcated soldiertoerein. 

In Salvation Army literature, the first explicit challenge to view social 

ethics through the lens of hospitality came from Miroslav Volf's keynote lecture 

to The Salvation Army's International Theology and Ethics Symposium in 

2001.71 Volf explains that in pursuing the care for others: "The exclusive pursuit 

of justice will not do. We need more than justice, not less. We need grace."72 He 

explains that hospitality is a form of grace. Volf illustrates: "Hospitality has at its 

background some need of the person to whom we are hospitable (food, shelter, 

human touch, love, etc.).... If we don't offer hospitality, we do the person no 

wrong; if we do offer it, we _give something more than the person had a claim 

upon."73 Volf further connects concepts of welcome that are intrinsically 

involved in the life of the economic Trinity: 
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"We don't quite know why the world was created, we just know that this 

divine love sought a place to "spill itself over." ... Part and parcel of the 

economic Trinity is not only creating the world in an incredible act of 

generosity and sustaining it in an act of hospitality, but also engaging 

the world in love to restore it to a communion it once had with God, a 

communion that has now been ravaged by sin and death. 

Looking at the church's practice of hospitality in line with an understanding of 

the economic Trinity, Volf states: "The church's mission is situated at this par

ticular point. The church's'identity emerges from God's estrangement from the 

world. The church's mission is'a continuation of that love that God has shown 

toward the world and participation in'that love toward the world."" 

Within the scheme of the Christian message, hospitality begins with its 

demonstration in the life of the economic Trinity. This divine life overflows into 

our own personal redemption as the cross invites humanity into that divine life. 

This activity on our behalf provides the grounding Tor the hospitality that 

Christians personally demonstrate. Communities transpose personal acts of hos

pitality into a corporate expression of hospitality. 

Conclusion 

William Booth's goal of working toward the millennial reign of Christ, 

through the labor of The Salvation Army, was a motivating factor for the Army's' 

missional addendum of social ministries. Hence, eschatology conditioned the 

social response of William Booth. His teleological ethic is, therefore, identified 

as an eschatological ethic. This eschatological ethic produced a prophetic form 

of holistic ministry that is institutionally present today. The contemporary Army 

has inherited the fruits of this eschatological ethic, and if the Army today looks 

at the coming kingdom of God as the template by which the kingdom of God is 

now a reality, then an eschatological ethic is advantageous for the Army today.76 

Dichotomizing this mission into distinct categories of spiritual and social mis

sion ofteh debilitates the Army from recognizing this holistic heritage. "Social 

Service" as a paradigm has perpetuated this dichotomy. 

A shift in paradigms is an answer to this problem. The historical, bibli

cal, theological, and moral tradition! of hospitality can serve as an antidote to a 

sometimes-bifurcated Salvation Army. The contemporary Army could explicitly 

embrace this tradition by refocusing its social ethic toward an eschatological' 
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ethic that responds as hospitable support rather than a social service. 

This paradigm shift can practically happen by refocusing the social 

ministry language and self-understanding. A wonderful example of a name that 

already embodies concepts of hospitality is The Salvation Army's Harbor Light 

Centers.77 Harbor Lights are reclamation centers that are usually located within 

inner cities. These centers seek to offer hope for men and women suffering from 

the negative effects of urbanization. Harbor Light centers would be in no need of 

changing their name, as their mission statement could embrace the paradigm of 

hospitality so as to renew its focus as a place of welcome and "harbor." If the 

Army pursued such a shift, it would need to seek creative ways to describe its 

ministry. This ministry is not limited to "professionals" but is seen as basic to the 

identity of every Salvationist who wears on his or her uniform two S's which rep

resent the eschatological ethical challenge to be "Saved to Serve." 
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D o Y o u H e a r t h e P e o p l e S i n g ? 

Glen Shepherd 

A couple of years ago at Christmas I was given a subscription to the 

weekly news magazine The Economist. Some people might think The Economist, 

just like the dismal science of economics, could be the most boring magazine you 

could ever receive. But it is actually, in my opinion, the best news magazine pub

lished in English. My joy that the gift has been repeated each year at Christmas 

remains unabated. 

When The Economist arrives I immediately turn to the book review sec

tion to see what's new. One week I read a review of a book entitled Bury the 

Chains, by historian Adam Hothschild and I knew immediately I wished to buy 

the book. Bury the Chains is a study of the anti-slavery movement in England. 

Its main thesis is that a small group of people acting on their convictions can 

change the attitude of a society. 

Hothschild traces the British anti-slavery movement ofthe 18"1 centu

ry, a movement which was led by 12 committed Christians. Although he touches 

on it as a causal factor, Hothschild does not fully develop the pivotal impact that 

their Christian faith had on their action. In fact it was their faith that drove them. 

The abolitionist movement was led by people such as William Wilberforce, an 

Glen Shepherd is a colonel in The Salvation Army and presently serves as the chief sec
retary (second in command) of The Salvation Army in the Canada and Bermuda territo
ry. He gave this commencement address at Booth College, Winnipeg, Manitoba, on 
October 3, 2005. 
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aristocrat and an evangelical Anglican - who in a spiritual crisis concluded that 

his calling was to politics and not to the ministry; John Newton, a converted 

slave ship captain and Anglican preacher; Thomas Clarkson, an Anglican minis

ter and a number of influential Quakers. These people all, of course, play promi

nently in the recent movie Amazing Grace which "deals with the same historical 

drama. 

This group was united by a conviction ofthe theological and social evils 

of slavery, a determination to work to see this evil swept away from the earth and 

a conviction that they lived in God's moment to bring this change to pass. For 

the first time in history, Hothschild argues,-a group of influential people was 

driven by the fact that they were outraged and stayed outraged over the violation 

of someone else s rights as distinct from their own. 

For 50 years, they worked to end slavery in the British empire. Not one 

of them gained a personal penny for doing so. What is interesting is that their 

success meant a huge loss to the British imperial economy which was, to a sig

nificant degree, based on the economics of slavery. Economists have calculated 

that the end of slavery meant a reduction of 1.8% per year in the British gross 

national product for over 50 years. When we realize that Canada is struggling to 

allocate 0.7% of our GNP for overseas aid and is not even achieving that target 

the magnitude ofthe crusade the abolitionists took on becomes clear. 

The story ofthe anti-slavery crusaders may seem far away, but I believe 

it has everything to do with Booth College and the Booth College community -

and by extension the importance of higher education in The Salvation Army and 

the wider Church today - because we believe that the time a student spends in 

Christian higher education is about far more than acquiring an education. In fact 

it is all about preparing for educated, informed service to bring about the king

dom of God. 

Let me refer you to 2 Peter 3:8-13, with particular attention to verses 12 

and 13. They tell us that we should live holy and godly lives as we look fotward 

to the day of God and speed its coming. 

In other words, we are looking forward to a new heaven and a new earth 

and the work of Christian higher education, like all Christian ministry, is really 

about facilitating the coming of (hat kingdom. 

Permit me to share some vignettes of The Salvation Army at work 
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around the world as we follow in the paths ofthe anti-slavery crusaders of 18™ 

century England and speed the coming of the kingdom of God. It's the story of 

Christianity at the barricades of human difficulty and social justice. 

1. The Barricade of Human Slavery 

The first stop is in Bangladesh where we see The Salvation Army at the barri

cade of human slavery. Bangladesh is a country with one ofthe lowest stan

dards of living in the world. For some young women, the potential escape from 

their fife is the world of personal service. What they don't understand is that 

their entry into the world of personal service is really an entry into the sex 

trade as indentured slaves. Sometimes the girls are sold to be shipped out. 

Sometimes the girls stay in brothels so that they can be objects of pleasure for 

middle class men from countries like Canada who go away for sex holidays. 

When you realize the enormity of this social scourge, it is easy to understand 

why the world of sex trade has been identified as the major social justice con

cern for The Salvation Army internationally. 

This isn't just a problem in Bangladesh. During our time serving in 

France we saw it in Paris and on the 'streets of Nice - a posh Mediterranean resort 

town where teenagers from Eastern Europe; seeking the promise of a better life 

West, find themselves trapped by criminal gangs in a life of prostitution. 

From its early days The SalvationArmy has been at the barricades fight

ing this evil. In the 1880's The Salvation Army was involved in working with 

partners to prove to the British public how easy it was to purchase a girl to make 

her a prostitute. Today, 125 years later, this same evil is playing itself out and The 

Salvation Army is present in the middleof this vicious system providing health 

care, accompaniment and counseling. 

In the long run, our objective is to" help these girls free themselves from 

this slavery and to'find their true identity as children of God; freed by their faith 

in Christ. In the short-run, in a non-judgmental way, we are there tb deal with the 

threat to their emotional health and welfare that this slavery poses. 

Some critics may argue we become ancillary to the evils ofthe system 

itself when we provide health care but do not necessarily provide a way out of 

this slavery. That may be tnie and one of the problems of social action for the 

Christian is the ambiguity that we live with where we are trying not only to bring 

the victims of social injustice to a relationship with Christ, but are also trying to 
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ameliorate the circumstances of their current life. 

At the root, we do what we do because of our conviction that these girls 

are created in the image of God, and as such merit the dignity of all the support 

and welcome we can offer, whether they choose Jo leave the life of prostitution 

or not. This value of human dignity is based on our biblical view of the world 

from Genesis chapter 1 where we read that God created men and women in His 

image. As such, all people with whom we come in contact and all people whom 

we serve have an inherent dignity. 

2. The Barricade of the World of Illegality 

Let me take you to a second barricade, the barricade ofthe world of ille

gality. In the.very heart of Paris close to Place de la Ripublique is the neighbor

hood of St Martin. St Martin subway station was a stop on the first subway line 

built in Paris for, the World's Fair in the,late 1800's. It was closed in 1931 because 

it became apparent that the station was too close to the next stop on the line at 

Republique. 

In 2000, the City of Paris approached The SalvationArmy asking if we 

would open an "accueil du jour" - a day drop-in center. The original idea was 

that this center wo,uld serve to meet the needs ofthe street people in,the neigh

borhood. We went through all the cycle of meetings with residents and merchants 

in the area to overcome what we know as the "NIMBY" phenomenon, the desire 

that this happen anywhere but not in my backyard (NIMBY = not in my back

yard). It's interesting, is it not, how.social service work and social justice work 

is endorsed by everybody as long as it happens somewhere else. 

In any event, we overcame the fears of the residents of the neighbour

hood and in 2001 opened up the accueil du jour St Martin hoping that we would 

have 300 people a day come. Today we average over 450. People come for cof

fee, for a shower, to do their laundry, or to have a change of clothes. We offer the 

services of a doctor, a nurse, a podiatrist, a barber. We have a social worker who 

works with the people who come, and a chaplain who offers spiritual accompa

niment. 

What is interesting is that the public who come to St Martin is not com

prised ofthe street people of Paris we had anticipated, but asylum seekers from 

Eastern Europe. These are people who have come by land to France seeking new 

opportunities and who find themselves desperate to have papers and legal status, 
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to be able to bring their wives and children. Their dream is to live with freedom 

from fear of deportation. 

The work we do there reflects our second key value, that of welcome 

Not only do we believe that people are created in the image of God, but we wish 

to approach them in the spirit of Jesus who said in Matthew 11:29, "come unto 

me all you who are weary and heavy laden." Those who come to us should feel 

immediately that they are in their own place - in fact they are in the Father's 

house. 

The Salvation Army is now fully involved in a national debate in France 

about asylum seekers, their rights, and what is the most ethical way to deal with 

these people who come hoping to benefit from better life in the west. 

3. The Barricade of the Horror of War 

A third barricade is a barricade ofthe horror of war. 

Lloyd Axworthy, the president of University of Winnipeg, spent sever

al years serving as Minister of Foreign Affairs in the Canadian government. He 

recently published his memoirs in a book entitled Navigating a New W>rld. In 

that book he talks about the dark side of globalization, a world that now gives us 

the free movement of capital but also the free movement of information, 

weapons, terrorism, pedophilia, drug dealing, and small arms trading. 

' We in Canada are not always conscious of how we are blessed to live in 

a country marked by peace, stability, and liberty. We think that life here is nor

mal and we forget all too easily that in all too many countries, civil war and tur

bulence are a part of life. All too often it is children and their mothers who are 

the real victims. 

Not long ago \ met a young lady whose family was killed when her 

hometown was burned by rebel forces. Shortly after, her husband was captured 

and killed in a civil war. She was taken, with her children, as a prisoner-of-war. 

Her captivity was marked by cpnstant abuse and threats and she was 

only able to escape one night in the middle ofthe chaos of a military skirmish. 

Her life was that of a fugitive. One night, a few months later, at midnight she ran 

from a church where she and her children were hiding and eventually made her 

way to Canada. 

I met her at the Multicultural Family Center, a center operated by The 

Salvation Army in Winnipeg - a center where she knows a safe environment and 
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she receives counseling. Each" day she receives career training and help in adapt

ing to life in a new country. The ministry ofthe Center'is a beacon for her and 

her children as she tentatively experiences the rebirth of hope. When my wife 

Eleanor and I visited the Multicultural Family Center, she talked to us about her 

dream of one day opening a restaurant'to serve the food of her country. 

The work we do there is the Work that underscores our value of trans"-

formation; the conviction that we need not be the prisoners of our past traumas, 

or the victims of our past choices. 

The gospel is a gospel oFtransformation, the belief that the future need 

not be a repetition ofthe past, or as Paul said to the Corinthians, if anyone is in 

Christ, he is a new creature; old things 'are passed away, all things have become 

new (2 Corinthians 5). '' •* v 

The work ofthe Multicultural Family Center, like so much ofthe work 

in The Salvation Army is a social expression of that same conviction - that trans

formation is possible. 

Transformation, in effect, is hope in action. 

All this work of bringing in a new kingdom is based on a view of society 

rooted in our theological foundations: It is a work that is Christian because it is 

anchored in a series of Christian values - the values ofthe kingdom of God. 

• Values that say that all humans are created in the image of God, and as 

such endowed with dignity. 

• Values that say that history is not random, but, rather, it is directional. 

• Values that believe that the end of history is the realization ofthe com

ing ofthe kingdom of God. Revelation 21:4 has a beautiful image ofthe coming 

of that kingdom when it speaks of a new heaven and a new earth. A world with

out suffering, mourning, death or pain, for the old order 6f things has passed 

away. ' 

• And a value that the Bible has it absolutely right when it speaks about 

the purpose of life in terms that we are created in Christ Jesus tb do good works, 

which God prepared beforehand to be our way of life (Ephesians 2:10). 

Booth College, like all Christian centers of higher education, with its 

emphasis on the teaching of theology and social work, is more than an academ

ic institution, even though we are justly proud of what it is and what it has 
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achieved in the world of academics. You see, much more significantly, Booth 

College is a crucible of transformation. Here in Canada and around the world, 

its enduring value is not as an academic center, but as an outpost ofthe kingdom 

of God. 

Perhaps some of you have heard the musical Les Miserables. Les 

Miserables is a marvelous story of grace and redemption based on French author 

Victor Hugo's book ofthe same title, a book that reflects the Christian values of 

the author. The final anthem of the musical is a magnificent song which could 

easily be an anthem of The Salvation Army. Listen to its words and let them 

speak to you. 

Do you hear the people sing, lost in the valley of the night, 

It is the music of a people that is climbing to the light; 

For the wretched of the earth, there is a song that never dies, 

Even the darkest night will end and the sun will rise 

They will live again in freedom in the garden of the Lord, 

They will walk behind the ploughshares, they will put away their 

sword, 

The chain will be broken and each man shall have his reward. 

Will you join in our crusade? Who will be strong and stand with me? 

Somewhere beyond the barricade is there a world you long to see? 

Do you hear the people sing? Say do you hear the distant drums 

It is the future that they bring when tomorrow comes. 

My prayer is that what will happen here at Booth College is only the 

beginning of a life built on the conviction that we as Christians can be agents of 

transformation, hastening in the kingdom of God. In that sense, our motto of 

Education Without Borders will find its true and eternal meaning. 

May God be with you. 
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into the very fabric of The Christian Mission and The Salvation Army. In this 

book Collins holds up a mirror in which Salvationists can see some of themselves 

and some of the enduring theology that continues to define who we are as a peo

ple of God. 



B o o k N o t e s 

By Roger J. Green 

Collins, Kenneth J. The Evangelical Moment. Grand Rapids, MI: 

Baker Academic, 2005. 

Readers should not be misled by the subtitle of this book, which is The 

Promise of an American Religion because truth to tell this is a book that not only 

speaks about Evangelicalism in the American context, but the worldwide impact 

of Evangelicalism. Readers will know Collins from his extensive work on John 

Wesley and on Wesleyan theology, but here he deals with the wider movement 

known as Evangelicalism. After extensive material on the history of 

Evangelicalism, including Wesleyanism, he deals- with the relationship of 

Evangelicalism and such issues as politics, feminism and ecumenism. 

McGra th , Alister E. Theology: The Basics. Oxford: Blackwell 

Pubhshing, 2004. 

Alister McGrath is a prolific writer on matters of Protestant theology. 

This book makes theology accessible to the lay reader explaining concepts basic 

to the Christian Church, beginning with the nature of faith. McGrath has the 

ability to make complicated material clear to the reader who may be approach

ing this subject for the first time. Those interested in pursuing this subject will 

appreciate McGrath's suggestions for further readings, as well as his glossary of 
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theological terms and his details of theologians cited in this book. 

Reed, Rodney L. Holy With Integrity. Salem, OH: Schmul 

Publishing Company, 2003. 

' t . 
The subtitle of this book is The Unity of Personal and Social Ethics in 

the Holiness Movement, 1880-1910. The author clearly explores the relationship 

of holiness and both personal and social ethics in the nineteenth century, and The 

Salvation Army gets a great deal of press in this book. The social vision of care 

for the poor and the transformation of the social order was shared with other 

groups and people in the holiness tradition of the nineteenth century, but there is 

no doubt that The Salvation Army was a leader in this great vision. Salvationists 

will be especially enlightened by reading this book. 

Rogal, Samuel J. Susanna Annesley Wesley (1669-1742). Bristol, 

IN: Wyndham Hall Press, 2001. 

This biography fulfills- the promise of the subtitle, A Biography of 

Strength and Love. Generally we know so little of Susanna Wesley except that 

she was the mother of John and Charles Wesley. However, this biography does 

give insight into this remarkabl6 woman in the history of the Church. The author 

stresses the intellectual force of Susanna .Wesley, as well as her influence on the 

other members of the family, including both the daughters a*nd the sons. Of par

ticular interest is her influence on the Methodist tradition. 
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